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— News In Brief
16-year-old Alison Moreno wins
Monday's Miss Teen USA pageant
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. (AP) A 16-year-old Oregonian who
wants to help child victims of drug and alcohol abuse was crowned
Miss Teen USA on Monday night at a pageant where a contestant was
disqualified.
Pageant officials said only that the disqualification of Miss Teen
California, 16-year-old Alison Moreno, was prompted because she
broke a rule. She was allowed to participate in Monday night's nationally televised contest.
Mindy Duncan of Hillsboro, Ore., was delighted with her victory.
"It's wonderful," said the high school student on learning she was
the choice among 51 initial competitors, ages 15-18. "It's a feeling you
can't explain."
Miss Duncan, a 5-foot, 3-inch enthusiast of dancing, running and
water skiing, said it is her ambition to work with children who suffer
drug and alcohol problems. She has done some of this work on a
volunteer basis.
The four runners-up were: Jessica Collins of Amsterdam, N.Y.;
Amy Pietsch of Ringgold, La.; Kathleen McClellan of Bloomington,
Ill.; and Anna Mingus of Enterprise, Ala.
, The winner took the crown from 1987 Miss Teen USA Kristi Addis of
Holcolm, Miss., and $150,000 in cash and prizes, including a Jeep,
jewelry, a mink coat and mink jacket, exercise equipment and an
electronic keyboard.
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Administration ready to talk about hostages
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration says it's
ready to discuss the American
hostage situation with Iran, but
only with authoritative figures and
with no deal-making.
"If they're willing and ready to
talk, it's time," Reagan said Monday, echoing statements by lowerranking officials in the wake of
Iran's newfound interest in ending
the eight-year Iran-Iraq war.

White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said U.S. officials are
hopeful that Iran's acceptance of a
U.N. cease-fire resolution "will
lead to an improving relationship
and circumstances where we
might be able to have a dialogue."
"But that does not diminish the
fact that we will only have a
dialogue with authoritative
representatives of the government," the spokesman said, "and

that has not occurred."
The White House often has said
that it was doing all it could to win
the release of nine Americans held
hostage in Lebanon by pro-Iranian
elements, and recent
developments have prompted new
speculation about a possible
hostage release.
Reagan made only a terse statement in response to a reporter's
question Monday as the president

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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concluded a Rose Garden
ceremony honoring youths
selected for the American
Legion's Boys Nation political
studies program.
The president has steadfastly
defended his administration's
clandestine sale of U.S. anti-tank
and anti-aircraft missiles to the
revolutionary government of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Verifying all
petition names
could take up
to two weeks

Elsewhere...

BAGHDAD,Iraq — Iraq says it will give up Iranian land it took in
recent days, but Iran claims its forces are beating back the invaders
as U.N. peace talks near.
WASHINGTON — Two former Justice Department officials whose
resignations began an exodus from the agency say they look forward
to telling Congress their role in triggering a 14-month criminal investigation of Attorney General Edwin Meese III.
NEAR OLD tAITHFUL — Fires charred 40,000 acres of parched
Yellowstone National Park, and one blaze burned to within 8 miles of
Old Faithful geyser.
WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Frank C. Carlucci says he
hopes to curb Pentagon purchasing abuses by ordering new limits on
the number of "final offers" that defense contractors can make on a
single deal.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS — Michael Dukakis is taking some
heat for cutting spending in his home state while George Bush is using a speech in an attempt to distance himself from the ethics problems of the Reagan administration.
BAR HARBOR,Maine — A gene found to be defective in a rare eye
cancer has now been linked to breast cancer and a common form of
lung cancer, researchers say.
WASHINGTON — Government biologists are discussing a 25 percent cutback in duck hunting seasons this fall, saying drought has
produced "the worst habitat conditions" biologists have ever seen.
WASHINGTON — The Navy is studying why the promotion of
blacks in its ranks lags behind that of the other services, 40 years
after President Harry S. Truman ordered the nation's military to
integrate.

35 CENTS

Jenny Puryear, left, and Nathan Yancy present Calloway County Deputy
Court Clerk Marianna Stubblefield
with petitions calling for a wet-dry referendum for the city of Murray
on Sept.
Committee for a Progressive Murray, said that the petitions contained 1,580 27. Yancy, spokesman for the
almost double the 797 required. Stubblefield said that it will take 10-14 days signatures of registered voters,
to verify the signatures.
Staff photo by Scott Wilson

Calloway County Clerk Teresa
Rushing said it may take approximately two weeks to verify all thi.
names on a petition calling for a
Sept. 27 wet/dry referendum.
Rushing said the Committee for a
Progressive Murray turned in
several voter registration cards,
along with the petition Monday,
which will have to be processed
before her office even looks at th(
petition.
The petition must contain 797
valid city voter signatures —
percent of the voters in the last
general election.
The petition reportedly contains
approximately 1,600 signatures,
according committee spokesman
Nathan Y cy, a Murray State
University senior from Paducah.
De
Clerk Marianna Stubblefield said the names will have
to be checked by hand. The only
way they could be checked on the
computer is if they had a social
security number, she said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Summer '0' marks most successful year since '81
More than 1,300 incoming
freshman and transfer students
participated in Summer Orientation sessions at Murray State
University in June and July, making it the most successful Summer
"0" since 1981.
Paul Radke, director of the Office of School Relations at Murray
State, said the numbers translate
into a 16 percent increase in par-

160

ticipation compared to 1987, the
biggest single jump in over a
decade.
"The response to Summer '0' is
a very good indicator for our 1988
fall enrollment," Radke said."We
noted a substantial increase in the
number of freshmen in the program, which coincided with the
additional numbers of admissions
and housing applications we

received."
college life and are more likely to
The success and reputation of stay in school and graduate."
Murray State's Summer "0",
A unique facet of Murray State's
established in 1975-76, is one factor
Summer "0" is the part the comthat contributed to greater parmunity plays in the program.
ticipation this year, Radke
Members of the Chamber of Comrelayed.
merce and Leadership Murray
"Also, people realize the
conduct tours of the town and
benefits of an orientation prosponsor an ice cream social in the
gram. Students who take part in
orientation are better prepared for (Cont'd on page 2)
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KISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday, or
330 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 a.m..5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

Partly cloudy tonight with
the low in the mid-60s. Light
wind. Mostly sunny and warm
Wednesday with the high in the
mid-80s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for warm and humid conditions

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

359.6
359.5

Brent Manning finishes painting a portion of a hall at Calloway County High School. Manning
and other
members of the county school board's maintenance crew are preparing the schools for the first
day of classes.
All students attending county schools will report for a full day on Friday, Aug. 19. Classes at
the city schools
will begin on Monday, Aug. 22.
RfatIr *au by Montt Wilma

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson should
restore incentive-pay raises for
state workers, since the Finance
Cabinet last week announced a $7
million budget surplus, the Kentucky Association of State
Employees said in a letter.
"With salaries already lagging
behind the private sector by 13
percent, the state can ill afford to
neglect its employees," EASE
President George Parsons said in
a news release Monday.
In a letter dated Saturday, Parsons urged Wilkinson to return at
least $1 million of the surplus to
the Department of Personnel, so
that incentive bonuses could be
restored to workers who exceeded
performance requirements in
biennial evaluations.
State employee pay raises were
among items trimmed in the
1988-90 budget to avoid a deficit
without a tax increase.
The Finance Cabinet said last
week that Kentucky ended the
fiscal year on June 30 with a $7
million slimily.
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Statistics show tobacco, soybeans
and corn faring better since rains

An American pasttime

Greg Aplin of Huntingdon, Tenn.,tries to explain the tine points of baseball to Donna Krueger of Fulton in one
of the old-fashioned comedy skits featured in Summer Showcase at Murray State University. Summer
Showcase, an hour-long program of family entertainment, is presented at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday through Aug. 5 In The Stables of MSU"s Curris Center. Admission to the fast-paced musical Variety
allow is $4 for adults, $3 for children and senior citizens and $10 for families.

Dukakis dealing with state issues
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Michael Dukakis was taking
some heat at home over veto decisions as running mate Lloyd Bentsen tended to tax-writing chores
and Vice President George Bush
tried to distance himself from the
ethics problems of the Reagan
administration.
Key political deliberations were
also going on at the White House
as President Reagan consults with
Republican congressional leaders
on his threat to veto legislation requiring companies to give workers
60 days' notice of plant closings
and layoffs. The Democrats have
made the plant-closing measure a
campaign issue.
Dukakis, carrying out his duties
as Massachusetts governor while
campaigning as the Democratic
nominee for president, was spending most of today at his
Statehouse office.
He faces legislative unrest over
some of the $138 million in spending he vetoed from the state's
fiscal 1989 budget. But he was
upbeat Monday afternoon after a
meeting between the administration's top budget officer and House
Speaker George Keverian, declaring "all is well.
Bentsen returns to his duties as
chairman of the Finance Commit-

tee today when the panel begins
writing a bill to correct errors and
make changes in the 1986 tax
overhaul.
Bush said in advance of a speech
today to ccongressional interns
that he would propose a new ethics
code containing "high standards"
to prevent conflicts of interest for
all federal officials, including
members of Congress.
He said he also would strengthen
the Office of Government Ethics
by putting it in the White House.
The speech comes less than a
week after Democrats used their
convention to bash the Reagan administration on the ethics issue.
More than 100 administration officials have faced allegations of
impropriety since Reagan and
Bush took office in 1981.
Sheila Tate, Bush's press
secretary, said he was proposing
stronger ethics rules because
"he's concerned that young people
not be turned off by the idea of
government service."
Discussing today's White House
meeting on plant closings,
presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said Reagan probably
would veto the bill but no final
decision had been made.
The administration's stand on
the issue has been repeatedly

assailed by Democrats, who say
employers owe it to workers to tell
them when they are about to lose
their jobs. Reagan says business
should have the "flexibility" to
close plants and lay off workers
without the 60 days' notice.
Bush, certain to win his party's
nomination at the Republican Convention next month, has stated
sentiments similar to Reagan's on
the issue. There have been
reports, however, that the Bush
campaign would prefer to see the
president let the bill become law
to ease the political heat on Bush.
Bentsen's dual campaigns for
vice president and the Senate have
caused a temporary setback for
the Dukakis campaign. Some $46
million in public money for the
campaign is being held up because
of a complaint from the National
Republican Senatorial Committee. The Federal Election Commission planned to begin reviewing the issue today.
The Republican complaint says
any money Bentsen spends on his
Senate re-election bid in Texas
will directly benefit the
Democrats' presidential ticket
and give it an unfair advantage.
An unusual Texas law permits
Bentsen to seek both offices
simultaneously.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco, soybean and corn
are faring better since recent
rains gave the parched crops a
break from the dry, hot weather.
Burley was 28 percent blooming
or beyond by July 24 with 5 percent
topped, the Kentucky Agricultural
Statistics Service said in its weekly report Monday.
Cutting is expected to begin
around Aug. 20, the service said,
due to delays caused by this summer's early siege of 90-degreeplus temperatures.
Some tobacco was blown down
in areas where thunderstorms
were more active, but damage
was limited, the report said, adding that one-fifth of the dark
tobacco is in the blooming stage or
already topped.
The showers muddied fields and
limited farmers to 2.6 days in the
field, but the agency said alfalfa
and other hay fields were beginning to show signs of growth.
A few growers were finishing up
their planting of double crop soybeans. Earlier plantings were being sprayed for weed and insect
control since moisture is now
available for chemicals to work
properly, the report said.
Overall, soybean conditions
were listed as 1 percent very poor,
25 percent poor, 58 percent fair
and 16 percent good.
At least 48 percent of the beans
were blooming or beyond with 11
percent setting pods, compared
with 59 percent blooming and 19
percent setting pods last year.
The report said many late
planted cornfields also got a boost
from increased moisture supplies,
which helped improve prospects
for the 1988 crop.
Corn conditions were rated as 22
percent very poor, 53 percent
poor, 22 percent fair and 3 percent
good.
The report showed that 68 percent of the crop was silking or
beyond compared to 90 percent
last year and the 68 percent
average.
Farmers began cutting corn for
silage last week to help feed supplies and salvage some use from
poorer fields.
Some producers were continuing the search for hay to feed their
livestock until pastures recover.
Hay and roughage supplies currently on hand were rated at 49
percent very short, 48 percent
short and 3 percent adequate.
Forecasters still aren't sure why
the heat wave hung on as long as it
did in Kentucky. Nor are they sure
if it will settle back in for the rest
of the summer.
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A recent national survey of high
school students (tomorrow's
voters) revealed a serious lack of
training and understanding of our
economy.
1. 67 percent of the students polled saw no need for "profit."
2. 82 percent felt there was no
real competition in business.
3. Government ownership of our
major industries (banks, railroads
and steel companies) was favored
by 63 percent.
4. Over half believed that the
federal government contributed
most to our prosperity.

Adams injured in
motorcycle wreck
Larry Dale Adams, 23, Dill
Trailer Court, was injured Monday when a car pulled into the path
of his motorcycle at the intersection of Kentucky 464 and 1824 (Old
Almo Heights) at approximately
2:45 p.m., according to Calloway
County Deputy Sheriff Dan
Bazzell.
The car, driven by Wesley Bertram, 72, Bellville, Ill., was headed east on 464 when the accident
occured. Adams was traveling
south on 1824, Bazzell said.
Adams was treated and released
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Bertram was apparently
uninjured.

Bush, Jr. says voters
won't agree with Dukakis
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — Conservative Kentuckians will not
agree with the views of
Democratic presidential candidate Gov. Michael Dukakis,
George Bush Jr. said.
"Mr. Dukakis does not agree
philosophically with most of the
people who live in this state," said
Bush Jr., who was campaigning in
Somerset on Monday for 'his
father, Vice President and likely
Republican presidential nominee
George Bush.
Bush Jr. also said his father was
expected to outline an ethics
policy for federal employees
today.
"It's going to be a very hardhitting speed delineating what he,
as president of the United States,
expects of his cabinet," he said.
Bush Jr. made his comments at
a news conference prior to a Bush
fund-raiser given at the home of
U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers, R-5th.

(Cont'd from page I)
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini in
1985-86.
Reagan has offered conflicting
accounts of whether the sales
amounted to an arms-for-hostages
deal.

Oneida & Gorham Flatware
and Noritake Dishes & Crystal

Visa/M.C. Welcome

Open 10-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
753-4541

But a short-term forecast from
the National Weather Service is
not so rosy. The "anomalous
high," as it's sometimes called,
has built back up above the
Midwest and may bring a return to
very hot weather again this week,
said meteorologist Edward
O'Lenic of the weather service's
climate-analysis center in Camp
Springs, Md.

Recent national survey'shows lack
of understanding regarding economy

Hostages...

Special Savings on

Over 200

"Things are getting back to normal," said Patricia Cooper, a
meteorologist for WeatherData
Inc., a private weather service in
Wichita, Kan.
"I don't foresee a trend back into that high," said Ms. Cooper,
referring to a rare pattern of persistent high pressure over the
eastern United States that
meteorologists blame for the
onslaught of heat, drought and
humidity.

Two hostages, the Rev. Benjamin Weir and David Jacobsen,
were released during the time of
the transfers of U.S. arms to Iran.
Money from the arms sales eventually was diverted to the
Nicaraguan Contra rebels, leading
to the Reagan administration's
worst scandal.
Reagan did not elaborate on his
terse statement of Monday.
But Fitzwater told reporters
that "our position remains the
same, that we're always available
to talk any time, any place about
the safety or the release of the
hostages but we will not negotiate
for them and we don't anticipate
any negotiations."
An administration official noted
earlier Monday that the United
States had sent a new message to
Iran last week asking about the
possibility of talks aimed at normalizing relations. Tehran still
has not sent an "authorized" reply, the official said.
The official, who asked not to be
identified, said the United States
would like to talk to the Iranians
about ending the Persian Gulf
war, the nine Americans held
hostage in Lebanon, and terrorism. But he said the U.S.
message did not specify conditions
for a resumption of relations,
which were severed in 1980.

The Kentucky Council on
Economic Education is a nonpartisan, non-profit organization
with a primary goal of increasing
economic literacy among Kentucky's school children. This is
done by assisting and training
teachers (including graduate level
courses) through a statewide
group of 10 training centers
located on university and college
campuses.
The center at Murray State
University serves this area. A formal working relationship has
already been established with the
Murray Independent and
Calloway County schools. The programs presented allow teachers to
implement economic concepts into existing curriculums. All activities are funded through private
donations. Over 900 Kentucky
businesses and individuals currently support KCEE.
For more information, call or
write the Kentucky Council on
Economic Education, 203 E. Jefferson St., Louisville, Ky. 40202,
502-584-2100.

Hazardous- materials
workshops scheduled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Three hazardous-materials
workshops to assist county
emergency planning committees
will be held next week, the state
Disaster and Emergency Services
office said.
Under the federal Superfund
toxic-cleanup law, Kentucky counties have until Oct. 17 to submit
plans for handling hazardous
materials, the office said in a news
release Monday.
The one-day meetings are
scheduled Aug. 1 at the Harley
Hotel, Lexington; Aug. 3 at Holiday Inn North, Elizabethtown;
and Aug. 4 at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park,
Gilbertsville.

Summer `0"•••
(Cont'd from page I)
city park for parents of new
students.
"I want to personally thank
chamber members and Leadership Murray for their continued
support of our program," Radice
said. "Murray State is indeed fortunate to have a strong spirit of
cooperation in the community."

Names...
(Cont'd from page I)
Residents voted to keep the city
dry in 1985 by 717 votes and in 1971
by 1,239 votes.
A new issue surrounding the
petition this time has been
whether out-of-state students who
have registered to vote in this
election have also registered their
cars in this state.
Rushing said she has received a
complaint in the form of a list that
she will have to send to the state
revenue and transportation
cabinets. She said voters who have
not registered their vehicles in
Kentucky can probably expect to
receive a notice requiring them to
do so, and also a tax notice.
The individual responsible for
the complaint, who would not identify himself but insists he is not a
member of the Dry League, said
he represents about 2,000 other
people who feel Murray State
students who register to vote on
one specific issue should "carry
their share of the load."
"In no way is this a condemnation of Murray State University
students," he said, adding that
local residents didn't care if
students voted as long as they took
on the other responsibilities of being a resident such as paying property taxes, car licenses,
automobile stickers, etc.
Through his research, he claims
to have found approximately 167
out-of-state voters who have not
registered their vehicles In
Kentucky.
"Tax payers have a right to protest if they've got a right to insist,"
he said.
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Understanding Jesse

25, 1950
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Kellie Overbey making her way on stage and screen

at Stanford ("Hey, hey, ho, ho!
Cathryn and I had lunch with
Western culture's got to go!"), or
the lead, that of Teddy Parker, the ing filmed in Mayfield,
George Ed Overbey the other day,
came in
a new clamor for homosexual
debutante.
and he brought us up to date on the
Phyllis' place looking for an
rights, there you will find Jesse —
The
part
of
Jen
Dugan Parker assortment of ladies' clothes It
whereabouts and activities of
taking the side of black against
Turner, her mother in the play, hang in a closet in one of the In
Kellie, his and Jackie's actresswhite, left against right, of "op•
was
played
by
Ann
Wedgeworth, Country scenes. They go to great
daughter.
pressed" against "oppressor," of
who has a long list of Broadway lengths to achieve authenticit
Kellie graduated from Murray
y.
the Third World against the West.
appearances to her credit.
High in 1982 before going on to
"Just pick out what you want,"
"The price for a lasting peace
Others in the cast included Carol Phyllis told her, but the lady apNorthwestern University in
must always be justice," Jesse said
Kane, Bruce Norris, Mary C. parently didn't have the time
Chicago, where she earned a
"Our basic position has been that Saturday. Translation: There
to do
will
Vreeland, Trey Wilson and Adina any "picking out." She just
bachelor of science degree in big some day in any
we will treat the Rev. Jackson ... be no peace inside the Democrati
went
of the three Porter. Perhaps you
c
have
seen
theatre.
or
the same way we would treat any
over
to
a
rack, and stretching wide
fields — stage, movies or televi- know
Party until Jesse is its nominee,
of
them.
I'm
not
much
other second-place finisher," Jack
Then,
at
strictly
her
arms, took all the clothes she
on her own, she sion — and the reviews she has
and Jesse writes its agenda.
theatre personalities, but judging could grab at one time.
struck out for Los Angeles and received in the short time
Corrigan of the Dukakis campaign
Jesse's Long March began in
she has from the lists of plays, movies
and
volunteered Sunday. Exasperated
Hollywood, determined to carve been acting indicates she
You guessed it The clothes she
1984. Because he was younger and
is well TV products in their credentials
, took were those of Kellie's that
out a career in television and the on her way. One of these
with Jesse's refusal to play
more militant, he shouldered aside
days, her these folks are well known in
movies for herself. That was about big chance will
defeated finalist at Wimbledon, by
the Jackie had brought in only a ft w
his white rivals for leadership
come along, and entertainment business.
graciously stepping out of the the left, George McGovern of
18 months ago, and she is off to a she'll be ready to grasp
days before. Peeling a couple of
and
it. It's just
•
•
•
Duke's limelight at center court, Alan Cranston. Because he
flying start toward realization of a matter of time.
big bills off a roll, the lady put
was
Since
The Debutante Ball went them on the counter, picked up th,
Corrigan added,"We're not looking black (from a minority that makes
that goal, working almost steadily
.
She has an agent who seeks into
"recess" while its producers clothes and headed back to the
for a fight with Jesse Jackson."
since arriving out there. She has possible parts for
up a fifth of the Democrats' coaliher, arrarges look for additional financial
Well, Brother Corrigan, he's tion), he was able both
backhad
parts
movie
on
Newhart,
set.
L.A.
Law her auditions and handles her
to make out
ing, Kellie has appeared in a lowlooking for a fight with you.
and was critically acclaimed for scheduling.
So, when you see In Country
credentials as a "victim" himself,
budget film, Misplaced, which once it is released and
Still, they don't understand hence a more authentic
the
part
she
played
in Growing
see a closet
At the present time, she is living deals
leader, and
with the trials and tribula- full of ladies' clothes in one of
Jesse.
Pains.
to bring along virtually all of black
th
in New York, which she "dearly
tions of an immigrant and his scenes, chances are
"I cannot assume responsibility America (a quantum leap for the
Kellie, however, likes the stage. loves," and she hopes
they at on,
to keep busy
mother
in
coming
to
for their lack of understanding of left), which cheers for Jesse
the
U.S.
She
sees
time were Kellie's. It's a small
it as "the big leaguf enough in the theatres there
not
to
When will it be released? "As world!
our struggle to change the coun- because of his ideas, but because
•
acting. In television and the stay there.
of
soon
as
it
try," Jesse retorted. "Ours is an his color.
can
be
sold,"
• • •
Jackie
movies, scenes are filmed in se• • •
smiled. At the moment, however,
endless campaign. Those who look
quences ranging in length from a
I have just about reached the
My own feeling is that, if kept off
She has just finished an "off Kellie
has been auditioning for one conclusion that the arrival
for the campaign to end are lack- the ticket, Jesse does not
few seconds to a few minutes each Broadway" run of The
of the
wish to
Debutante or several parts in the production
ing a sense of history."
s microwave oven has about ruined
— and often shot over and over Ball by Beth Henley , whose
see Dukakis elected. For Jesse's
play,
being
When will the Democrats wake progress depends upon
planned by a Cleveland, the poached egg business as far
many times until the director feels Crime of the Heart,
as
an adverwon for her a Ohio, theatre group, but
up?
she would our public eating places are
the scene is just what he wants.
sary in power, a foil, a hostile
Pulitizer Prize in Drama.
hate to have to leave New York.
Unlike Gore, Gephardt and Establishment that can be deCue cards also help the actors
concerned.
•
The same play won for her the
Simon, Dukakis' other rivals for nounced as racist and reactionary
George Ed and Jackie and their
and actresses with their lines. New York Drama
I've noticed this here and when I
.
Critics Circle
the nomination, Jesse never saw A President Dukakis would
son,
David,
a
sophomore
jourThese
was
short
in
the
sequences are later Award as Best American Play.
hospital in Louisville.
be as
the primaries as some elimination poorly cast in the role as
nalism major at the University of
edited and the best of each put into Other plays she has written,
In the good old days an egg was
President
so I'm
tournament, from which losers Carter.
Kentucky, were in New York early poached in a little
the film where it belongs. That is told, include, The
container oi
Miss in May for a visit with Kellie and
retire gracefully, as the winners
To appreciate how serious Jesse
why it takes so long sometimes to Firecracker Contest, The
Wake of got to see her perform in The water over boiling water. The final
move on to the semi-finals and is, consider but one the
get a film released.
result was a soft-yolked egg which
"comJamey Foster, The Lucky Spot, Debutante
finals.
Ball.
• • •
promises" he willingly made on the
went great with a piece of toast.
and Am I Blue.
•
•
•
Jesse Jackson is conducting a road to power.
It's not all that simple on the
From my observations,
The playwright went to college
permanent campaign. His ultimate
And,
how's
this for a related nowadays they seem to break 'em
"From my perspective," young
stage, however. There the per- at Southern Methodist
University
goal is power, the presidency of the Rev. Jackson wrote in the
coincidence
!
formers have to learn pages and in Dallas, Tex., and at
into a small bowl, stick it in the
shadow
one time
United States, and his near-term of Roe v. Wade,"human
Not long ago, Jackie, in cleaning microwave for a couple
pages of lines, rehearse hours on was a roommate of Molly
life is the
of minutes
Stubgoals are to solidify his position as highest good, the summum
out some closets at their home, or so, and what do
end and when the curtain goes up blefield, daughter of Odessa
bonum
you get for a
and
permanent Broker for Black ... and God is the supreme
took a big bundle of Kellie's noon opening night, they are on their the late Frank Albert
good
Stubblefield, longer-used clothes to Phyllis poached egg? An egg cooked so
America and unchallenged leader because he is the giver
own to deliver them without a our U.S. Congressm
done it's almost petrified.
of life ...
an
for
so
long.
of the Left — the voice of America's There are those who argue that the
Miller's used clothing store over
bobble.
Its whites literally have to be
In
The
Debutante
Ball,
which
new Popular Front. Jesse sees the right to privacy is of higher order
at Mayfield.
Kellie already has ran from April 26 through
scraped off the sides of the bowl
May 15
Democratic Party not as an end in than the right to life ... These adOnly a few days after she did and I believe you could go bowling
demonstrated the talent and deter- in the Manhattan Theatre
Club's
itself, an institution commanding vocates of taking life
this, a prop lady working on the with the almost rock-hard
prior to birth
mination to work hard to make it City Center Stage II, Kellie
yolk.
played
his loyalty and allegiance, but as do not call it killing or murder,
movie, In Country, currently be- Yet, they call it progress!
they
means to an end, a province to be call it abortion. They further never
captured, and its troops con- talk about aborting a baby
because
scripted into Jesse's army on his that would imply something
Long March to power.
human. Fetus sounds less than
To keep his movement united and human and therefore can
be
militant, Jesse must seek out justified." Powerful rhetoric.
adversaries, real or imagined, that
Endorsing the Hyde amendment
block the path to the New Utopia. in 1977, Jesse went further:
"I must
He must constantly engage new oppose the use of federal
funds for
enemies, because it is only through a policy of killing infants."
"You
the "struggle" that morale is main- don't try to stop reproducin
g or protained, that new recruits are creating life at its best. For
who
enlisted, that the spotlights of the knows that the cure for cancer
media are kept focused on the won't come out of the mind of some
Leader.
black child?" Jesse said, back
Wherever you find conflict, then, adding, "Abortion
is
racial, social or cultural, in genocide."
America, there you will find Jesse.
If Rev. Jackson will now emWhether it be Howard Beach or brace advocates of what
he once
Carl Rowan's pool, the curriculum called "genocide," enthusiasts
of
what he once described as "killing
infants," to advance his ambitions,
whom will he not embrace, or
By Ken Wolf
discard?
This comment by Sir Isaac
Because Jesse defines himself by
Newton may not be new to you, but the distance he takes from
the
it bears repeating since it reminds "establishment," Dukakis,
like
us — in a most pithy fashion — of Mondale, is making a potentially
the continuity of all great human fatal error appeasing
him. To move
achievement:
toward Jesse is to force him to
If I have seen further it is by
move away; give in to one of
standing on the shoulders of
Jesse's demands, and he must
giants.
make another.
In politics, if you cannot make a
friend out of a man, at least take
NEW YORK (AP( — Strange and bust, inflation and deflation,
the benefit of his enmity. Dukakis'
themselves might be revised .in representing his ri•
901001.74•001 Synd Inc
winds are blowing these days, higher and lower interest rates,
wisest course would be to lead the
a the meantime. It happens all the transformation to a bear. Robert
1.00.VPM*".W'x'1,
which
prompts the advice that you new level of prosperity and a
floor fight at Atlanta to defeat Jesse
time to jobless numbers, retail Prechter, well known stock
hold onto your hat.
on higher taxes, defense cuts and
return to the dirty, dusty 1930s.
sales, corporate profits and more. market optimist, now preaches
The winds arise not so much
each of his radical proposals. Then,
Surveys served up daily show
The strongest gusts seem to despair. Countless others who posplay hardball. Tell Jesse if he does from the anomalies that are in- Americans on a new level of afblow whenever things are not fully ed as bulls now shiver amid
not support the ticket, en- herent in every survey, whether it fluence and poverty worse than understood, as
when the stock dismal echoes of the 1930s.
thusiastically, in the fall, he, be in meteorology, economics or ever, consumers more confident market crashed,
or when an expopular music, but from the than ever and more fearful,
Dukakis, either as president or partoo, treme of any sort
Determining which events are
ty leader, will denounce Jesse by tendency to extrapolate those jobs going begging but unemploy- prices, interest is reached in
winds of economic storms destinrates, crop
name in November; and do his best anomalies to infinity.
ment never worse for some statistics or commodity futures.
ed to grow violent, and which are
to kill any chance Jesse has of ever
people.
meandering, meaningless gusts
being on a national ticket.
The drought covering much of
In such times it is difficult,
Such events spur speculation,
that will spend themselves is a
Hardball with Jesse would sit the nation's agricultural areas has almost impossible, to maintain a and the speculation is good for
at
challenge today for ordinary folks
well with the Reagan Democrats generated a spate of speculation historical perspective, to avoid least a month or so, or whenever
and those who claim expertise.
(who will decide this election), and
about the greenhouse effect, a emotional involvement, to keep a the newer figures are reported or
Winds, events and perspective
my sense is Jesse would play. Be- situation in which the pollutants of cold eye on the larger picture, to the old ones corrected. In
turn, change. The farmland drought
ing branded a spoiler, being blam- society are trapping heat and rais- step back a distance from the this sets off additional
gusts from
isn't forever, and neither,
ed for a party defeat could be fatal ing the Earth's temperature.
events.
another quadrant.
perhaps, are the big budget and
to his future ambitions.
In economics, the odd convoluEach day's statistics are proIn the recent past a newsletter
trade deficits and other economic
Jesse's last week as candidate tions over the past year have pro- jected beyond eternity and warn- writer, Howard Ruff, renamed
his
problems that have been projected
should prove interesting; and, for duced extreme forecasts of boom ings issued, but the statistics periodical the Ruff
Times, into eternity.
t
1,11, 41,
Mr. Dukakis, it may prove
// I I 1,
l/I
a 1‘11/(
'
ICI in" • conclusive.
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Ten years ago
tucky Governor and Mrs. Louie B.
Ernest Madrey has been Nunn at the
mansion in Frankfort.
selected as an outstanding leader This was
for 23 delegates to
by Purchase Area 4-H Council.
Republican National Convention
Airman Darrell Wayne Walker, in Miami Beach,
Fla., Aug. 5.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
James M. Yates of Oak Ridge,
Walker, is now in special studies
Tenn., will conduct a gospel
as an electronics engineer at meeting
at Friendship Church of
Chanute Air Force Base, Cham- Christ,
July 28 to Aug. 2.
paign, Ill.
Betty Sue Morris and David
Births reported include a boy to Stephen Gallimore were
married
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L. Atkins, June 15
at Puryear Baptist
June 30.
Church.
Forty-four senior citizens from
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tripp
this area took a bus trip to Eureka have
returned from a trip to
Springs, Ark., June 28-30, with Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, and
Thelma Nanney as tour director.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Twenty years ago
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. William Fandrich
Pfc. Jake Barnett, son of Mr.
of Murray had lunch with Ken- and Mrs. Clarence
Barnett, is ser-

ving with 11th Armored Cavalry
James M. Lassiter, son of Mr.
Regiment's 2nd Battalion, and Mrs. E.A. Lassiter of Murray.
Augsburg, Germany.
has been named managing editor
Airman Joe L. Perry. son of Mr. of Kentucky Law Journal at
and Mrs. Ruford Perry, has com- University of Kentucky for the fall
pleted basic training at Lackland semester. He is a junior and is
AFB, Texas. He will attend president of Phi Delta Phi, legal
technical training School for air- fraternity.
craft mechanics at Chanute AFB,
Martha Sue Workman and
Illinois.
Willie Owen Vinson were married
Sam Kelley of Murray won West July 17 at Hernando, Miss.
Kentucky Championship Skeet
Mrs. Fred Gingles presented a
Shoot in Mayfield on July 20.
program -on "Wake Up Kentucky"
Murray Pony League All-Stars at a meeting of Magazine Club
beat Henderson but lost to held at home of Mrs. Robert
Princeton in District Baseball Broach.
Tournament. Danny Lyons and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ben Guthrie of
Richard Workman were pitchers Detroit, Mich., are the guests of
for Murray.
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Forty years ago
Otis Harrison, and other relatives.
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Coming community events are listed

DATEBOOK
Mrs. Peterson is 102 today
Mrs. Nona Peterson Is today, July 26, celebrating her 102nd birthday.
She was born on this date in 1886. Mrs. Peterson is a patient at West
View Nursing Home. Her son is Dr. Cle11 Peterson, retired professor at
Murray State University.

No Junior Golf at Murray club
There will be no Junior Golf at Murray Country Club on Thursday, July 28, because the club's Junior Golf will be on Thursday, Aug. 4. Each
one should be at the club by 8:45 a.m. on Aug. 4 to sign in and be lined up.
On Sunday, July 31, the club's Mother-Child Golf`Scramble will be
played. This can be also grandmother, aunt, etc., and play should be
before 10 a.m. or after 3 p.m. For more information call the Pro Shop.

Checker tournament at Ken-Bar
Ken-Bar Inn St Resort at Gilbertsville is hosting the Southern States
Open Checker Tournament which started Monday, July 25, and will continue through Friday, July 29. The top players from all over North
America and Canada were invited to participate. There are three divisions of play — Maste, Major and Minor. Prize money of $3,000 and merchandise gifts will be awarded to winners. Rounds of play began each
day at 10 a.m. and the public is invited to watch the tournament.

Tuesday. July 26
Bingo will played at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
————
Second Annual Youth Explosion
of Hardin Baptist Church will be at
7 p.m.
————
Friends of W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center for the handicapped) will meet at 6 p.m. at
WATCH. Center, 702 Main St.
————
Murray-Kentucky Lake Chapter
of American Association of
Retired Persons will meet at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
————

Tuesday,July 26
Family Bible School will be at 7
p.m. at University Church of
Christ.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Roo. For information call 753-9303.
————
The Single's Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce. For information call
Pam at 759-1105, Paul at 759-4415,
or Sarah at 753-0799.
————
Memorial Baptist Church Puppets will perform at 7:30 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
————
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, July 28, at 8 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court 1 — Brenda Marquardt, Shirley Homra, Peggy Billington and
Frances Hulse; Court 2 — Martha Andrus, Nancy Whitmer, Carolyn
Cunningham and Rainey Apperson.

Dance jamboree scheduled
The 1988 Square Dance Jamboree will be at Ken-Bar Inn and Resort
starting Friday, July 29, and continuing through Sunday, July 31. Callers
will be Mark Turner of Paducah and Bob Newman of Texas. Also rounds
will be called by Nancy and Wimpy Carter of Paducah. There will be
workshops in the morning and afternoon with dancing and playing at
night. For the rounds and square dancing time, the public is invited, a
jamboree spokesman said.

Palestine plans revival
Palestine United Methodist Church will have revival services starting
Sunday, July 31, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 5. The Rev. Jackie
Fincher will be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. nightly. Special
music will be presented at each service, according to the Rev. Calvin
Clark, pastor, who invites the public to attend.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
WATCH. (work activities training center for the handicapped)
needs aluminum cans for an ongoing work activity. Anyone wishing to
donate cans may bring them by the center, Monday through Friday,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. or call 759-1965 for pick up of the cans, according to
Peggy Williams, director of the center.

Celebrates first birthday

Spring Creek plans revival
Spring Creek Baptist Church, located off Penny-Airport Road,
Highway 783 North, will have revival services starting Sunday, July 31,
and continuing through Friday, Aug. 5. The Rev. William H. Marret will
be the evangelist for services at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7 p.m., Sunday
through Friday. The King's Sons will sing at Sunday night service with
other special music planned throughout the week. The pastor, the Rev.
Joe Johnston, invites the public to attend.

Rachel Suzanne Mapper celebrated her first birthday on July 10.
Rachel, who was born three months premature and weighed two pounds
three ounces when born at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, now
weighs 21 pounds. Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Phillip B. Mapper, said
they wished to "express gratitude to Dr. Joyce Hughes, pediatrician,
Dr. Gene Cook, obstetrician, and all the staff at the hospital who provided the high technical care and personal attention that resulted in this
happy first birthday."

Tuesday,July 24
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 5 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Information call 762-3383
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Wednesday,July 27
Free government commodities
will be distributed at county road
department, East Sycamore
Street, from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Ladies of Murrray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
————
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m. and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Coldwater United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 9 a.m.
————
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will have Vacation Bible School at 6:30 p.m.
————
University Church of Christ will
have Family Bible School at 7
p.m.
————
Second Annual Youth Explosion
of Hardin Baptist Church will include an Hawaiian Luau at
Kenlake Park Shelter at 7 p.m.
————
Pool party and light luncheon
for contestants of MurrayCalloway Jaycee Fair Contest,
sponsored by Murray Woman's
Club, will be at 12 noon at 1704
Greenbriar Rd., Murray.
Photographer will take group
pictures.
————
Lakeside Singers will perform
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.

21

Wednesday,July
55 Alive/Mature Driving Course
will be at 8 a.m. in third floor
education unit of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray, from 12:30 to 3 p.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will'include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
————
Summer Showcase will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Basketmaking Workshop
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Installaton of
Youth Council and officers at 6:30
p.m.; Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs and RAs at 7 pin.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Klaymata Supper at 6 p.m.;
Prayer meeting at 6:45 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
(Cont'd on page 10)

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Captain D's.

We're Glad
You Asked

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9383

MONDAYTUESDAV
SPECIAL

Country
FISH DINNER
R

2-Piece ALL YOU
Fish Dinner CAN EAT!

49 399
Each Dinner Includes 7)vo
Golden Brown Fish Fillets,
Natural Cut French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw And Two
Southern Style Hush Puppies.

Country Style Fresh Made
With Our Own Old Fashioned
Southern Style Corn Meal
Breading • Creamy Cole
Slaw •Your Choice White Or
Green Beans • Natural Cut
French Fries • Southern
Style Hush Puppies

WHY HAVE A WAKE?
The word, wake, literally means
to "watch a corpse," according to
Elaine Landau in her book,
"Death: Everyone's Heritage."
The actual watching occurred,
in olden times, from the moment
of death tll burial. It was traditional ai probably practical. In
those e
times without benefit
of our reflern medicine, could it
not also have been to reassure the
family that their loved one was, in
fact, dead and not merely in a
comatose state?
The practice of conducting a wake
is not uncommon and takes many
forms. The Irish wake is famous
in that it is an occasion for family
and friends of the deceased to
gather together, eat, drink, and
have a "joyful" time. In this way,
the deceased is honored and viewed in a peaceful atmosphere of
friendship, love, and camaraderie
— as "he would have wanted."
The practice is also an
acknowledged form of grief
therapy for survivors.
Members of the Kawaiko
Church of Hawaii put on a lavish
luau following the burial of a
church member. Festivities are
designed to ease the grief of the
bereaved and to say "goodbye" to
their member in a happy setting.
We respect the customs of
whatever religion or ethnic group
Is being served for wake or visitation. If you have any questions on
these customs, please phone or
stop by.

Miller
Funeral Home
311 N 4th St
753-4612

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 27, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
flat
Worries could arise in connection
with in-laws. It's not a good time for
out-of-town guests. Your intuition
helps with career interests today.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Partners make plans for a vacation.
Negotiations in business are likely to
get stalled now. You may feel that
you're not getting the proper feedback for your ideas.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A partner does not share your
enthusiasm about a possible purchase or expenditure of money. Gains
come through the job, but curtail
extravagance.

e/ZeAA
.
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
It's a romantic time for you and
you'll enjoy a special outing with a
loved one. Concentration is difficult
to obtain at work. Minimize distractions.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Though you're pleased today with
job and home developments, there is
still some inclination to worry too
much about a child's progress. Be
more positive.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Problems at home may signal the
cancellation of a social engagement.
Creative pursuits are favored now.
Keep expectations realistic about a
career venture.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Try to let go of a disappointment
from yesterday and live for today_
You'll be making some changes at
home now. You may feel a friend
does not understand you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
It's probably not the best of times
to get legal advice about a financial
concern. Local travel is a plus now.
You're good at getting your ideas
across to others.
SAG MARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ite
It's a time to save money and avoid
getting yourself further in debt. Think
twice before agreeing to co-sign a
note. Put off dealings with bankers
for now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
There may be some strain with a
partner now, but your spirits pick up
at a gathering with friends. Pay extra
attention to detaiLs at work. Be
attentive.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Subtle moves are your best ploy in
business. It may be time to assert
yourself regarding a meddling
acquaintance. Don't overdo when
socializing tonight.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
41110‘
You'll have good times with friends
today, hut you shouldn't mix business
and pleasure Though the daily routine seems dreary now, better days
are ahead

A
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Several changes taking place in outdoor chair business
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The American love affair with
outdoor living has led to some
memorable outdoor chairs.
A few that come readily to mind
are the wooden Adirondack chair
which has graced many a hotel
porch, the porch glider and the allpurpose aluminum folding chair
with a webbed seat.
Recently, some fanciful new
ideas have surfaced. A "throne"
made out of a lightweight synthetic for mobility and a wooden
bench decorated with a painted
panther's head and clawed paw
feet were among the clever works
shown in an exhibit of chairs by 30
artists and designers.
The seating is spending the summer in the garden of the CooperHewitt Museum in New York,
where museum goers are
welcome to lounge on and even
romp over most 08 the examples.
According to Dorothy Globus,
curator of exhibitions, the public is
enjoying an unaccustomed opportunity to touch and use the artworks and museum staff members
are just as pleased to watch the
explorations.
The 30 works on display are actually only part of a larger
50-piece exhibition held last year
in Sansalito, Calif., which was conceived by landscape architect,
Topher Delaney. Delaney invited
artists, architects and furniture
designers to update the great
American outdoor chair.

The designers' unexpected ideas
for outdoor seating are not likely
to be found at the local leisure
shop. But they do offer some promising directions to liven up a
field which is not known for design
innovation.
Virtually every contributor
came up with an idea that was
both practical and clever. To do
so, some employed unusual
materials such as plastic insulators, pressboard or
lightweight fiberglass-reinforced
concrete. Allen Meisner's throne
chair of glasscrete is an example.
Others used wood, aluminum
and steel in unusual ways: the
bench with the panther design and
animal paws by Wendy
Maruyama and William Peters,
for example. Another clever use of
wood employed only tree branches
— bark and all — which Pedro
Castillo used to create a slender
bench in the shape of skinny dog
whose flattened back provides the
resting place.
Two of the "chairs" are not really for sitting. One by Jeff Benedetto looks like an easy chair with
arms but since it's constructed of
wire mesh, it is suitable only for a
weightless being. Benedetto actually designed it as a topiary
frame. Carl Dern's 12-foot high
chair — most of it legs — might accommodate the mythical Paul Bunyan or a circus clown on stilts,
but iobody of human proportions.
While the artists have been
rethinking the past to come up

By Abigail
Van Buren

Bypass Vet Says You Gotta
Have Legs as Well as Heart
DEAR ABBY: "What a way to
go!" That's my response to the lady
who was afraid that her husband,
after triple bypass heart surgery,
might die in her arms during sex.
Lady, sex is a form of exercise,
and the body needs exercise after
surgery. I, too, had a triple bypass
at age 62. I was in and out of the
hospital in four days, back to work
the following week. lam now 74 and
my wife is 72. We both swim 50
lengths of an Olympic-size pool
twice a week when high school is in
session, and walk two miles every
day. We've been married for 50
years, hug each other many times a
day, and two or three times a week
enjoy a roll in bed with Honey!
My goal in life is to live to be 90
and shot by a jealous husband.
(Just kidding.)
SEXY SWEDE
IN THE PACIFIC N.W.
P.S. Please don't use my name. I
already have more volunteers for
my 90-year project than I can
handle.
•* *

hang up before you say, "Excuse me, I think I've dialed the
wrong number."
And when you have reached
the correct number,for openers
ask, "Did I get you at a bad
time?"
• *•

DEAR ABBY: Let me add one
more tip to help people use prescription drugs safely: Carry a list in
your wallet of the exact name,
dosage and schedule of each medication you take. When your doctor
alters your medication or instructions, change your list. Date your
entries. Many people I have cared
for in the emergency room had no
idea what medications they were
taking, were too ill to tell us, or had
an unmarked pillbox with a collection of unidentified pills. Much time
was lost trying to locate their
private physicians all over the
world at odd hours. Duplicate,
unnecessary and expensive tests
were done to figure out from scratch
what we might have learned immediately from an up-to-date drug list
or medical summary.
Ideally, people should ask their
doctors for a brief summary of their
medical problems to carry with
their travel documents. And heart
patients should carry a copy of their
most recent EKG. I hope this saves
sick people time, energy and expense.
A.R., M.D., PORTLAND, ORE.

DEAR ABBY: Well, it happened
again. Somebody dialed my number, let the phone ring three times,
and just when I picked it up, hung
up! Abby, you will be performing a
public service to print this open
letter to whom it may concern:
Hello. If you really want to talk to
me, won't you please let the telephone ring four or five times, and
give me a chance to dry my hands
if I'm washing dishes'? Or turn off
DEAR DOCTOR: Thank you
my stove if I'm cooking something? for a helpful addition to this
Or run in from the yard if I'm down column. It's literally just what
on, my hands and knees weeding? the doctor ordered.
Or rinse out, my mouth if I'm
brushing my teeth, etc?
•••
The point I want to make is this:
If you haven't the time to let me get
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
to my phone, please don't call me!
who feels left out and wants an
BETTY T. SMITH,SEATTLE improved
social life. It's an excellent
DEAR BETTY: Thanks for a
great letter that will apply (and
appeal) to many. May I ring in
another bit of helpful telephone
etiquette? If you know you've
reached a wrong number, don't

guide to becoming a better conversationalist and a more attractive person.
To order, send your name and address,
clearly printed, plus check or money
order for $2.89 (113.39 in Canada) to:
Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill, 61054.
Postage and handling are included.

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$ 1 49

ONLY
With Garlic Brood
inside Dining Only

Salad 59 Extra
Free Refills

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
_
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Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM
eat the, well of home for this price

with outdoor seating ideas for the
future, the furniture industry has
been busy mining the past for
reproductions. Perhaps the return
of traditional styling in decorating
and in garden design is encouraging a reprise of earlier styles.
In any case, one of the newest
trends in outdoor furniture is
reproductions of 19th century
pieces.
At the national furniture market
in High Point, N.C., this spring, for
example, reproductions based on
originals at Winterthur Museum
and Gardens in Winterthur, Del.,
were shown. The 17-piece collection of wrought iron benches,
chairs and tables manufactured
by Wood, Metal & Love are being
sold through Winterthur's mail
order catalog and in furniture
stores around the country.
Another traditional outdoor
design enjoying renewed popularity is English-style teak benches,
tables and chairs. These are made
by a number of companies in
England and the Orient and imported into this country.

According to Robert Currey, a
sales representative for Winterthur furniture and an outdoor furniture retailer in Atlanta, the
reproductions are essential for
those who want to furnish an old
fashioned garden because authentic antique pieces are now scarcer
and far more expensive than they
used to be. "The last Regency
bench I heard about was for sale in
Boston and they wanted $24,000 for
it," he said.

Whatever you choose,
authorities say opting for better
quality and, therefore, longer.
lasting pieces, produces greater
economy than buying the least expensive pieces you can find and
then having to replace them soon.

The best quality Americanmade wood furniture nowadays,
according to Currey, is of cypress,
Adirondack maple and ash. He
claims the painted reddish furniture many people refer to as redwood has lost popularity in some
areas. For one thing, it is not
necessarily made of that durable
and long-lasting wood, but may
simply be painted red.
Currey's advice for those seeking outdoor furniture this season is
to consider their own needs first.
Most dealers assume you want
to buy a dining table, umbrella
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Explore before insulating
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
The first step in insulating an attic prior to refinishing it is to
determine how much insulation
already is in the floor or what really is the ceiling of the room below.
When there is such insulation, it
usually is 3 inches or less, in which
case you should add enough to bring it to 6 or 8 inches. Even though
the insulation already there probably is the loose fill type, it is better to use fiber glass or rock wool
batts or blankets between the
joists. But you don't want vapor
barriers in that area, so be certain
the new insulation does not have
them. If the old has any, remove
them or slash them freely, placing
the insulation with the slashed side
down. Put some of the new insulation between the joists of the floor
that extend outside the living
space.
You must place insulation between the sloping rafters, collar
beams and knee walls, including
the dormer walls and ceilings if
there is a dormer. When insulating
a wall, fit the end of a blanket
snugly against the top piece of
framing and work downwards,
stapling the flanges about every 8
inches and cutting the blanket to
fit tightly against the framing at
the bottom.
When insulating an attic or
anywhere else, always remember
the vapor barrier should always
face the side of the wall that will
be heated in cold weather.
All this insulation, by the way, is
not only to keep your attic warm
but keep the space comfortable in
cold weather or when the air conditioning is in operation. When you
use insulation that is unfaced —
that is, without vapor barriers —
use foil-backed gypsum board
with polyurethane sheeting or
something similar made especially for the purpose.
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To cut blankets and batts, use a
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sharp knife, such as a serrated.
edge kitchen knife. You will find a
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rake very useful for pushing insulation into areas that you cannot Is
reach easily.
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prevent moisture from entering
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are installing the insulation, mend
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it immediately. Use a piece of
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polyurethane for this. Or you can
use a strip of barrier from a scrap
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section of blanket. If you do not
_
mend the patch, moisture will
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enter the insulation and defeat the
purpose of the barrier.
Be sure there is ventilation
fif DEM j
above the attic insulation you have
put up to take care of the newly
finished space. The idea is to proACCLSS TO
vide openings that will permit air
S101661. -%
to move across the top of the attic.
In stubborn situations, you may
651(05
have to help this air move with
some kind of fan.
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Insulation fibers can cause skin
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irritation. When you are working,
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wear gloves and the proper
SPIRAL SIPA
clothing, such as a long-sleeved
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shirt. Do not smoke while you are
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working. Place insulation behind
pipes, ducts and electrical wires,
S[COND 11.0 k PLAN
but proceed with care. Work
around the electrical wires. Don't THIS SPACIOUS HOUSE HAS the rugged appeal of a Swiss chalet. The
push or bend them out of the way. living room has a cathedral ceiling and balcony loft connected by a spiral stair.
Caulking and weatherstripping Plan HA I 478Y has 1,447 square feet on the first floor and 566 on the second. For
can result in substantial savings. more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, to
Many different types are architects York & Schenke, 585 Stewart Ave.,
Garden City, NY 11530.
available. Try to get some advice
from a knowledgeable hardware
salesman. Talk to him about your
situation even though the products
18.6 CU. FT. NO-FROST ENERGY-SAVING
you buy generally come with
TOP MOUNT REFRIGERATOR
detailed instructions.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
•Reversible doors
much valuable information on a
*Lift-out egg tray
variety of subjects in Andy Lang's
•Separate dairy
handbook, "Practical Home
compartment
Repairs," which can be obtained
Agfa INN
*Seethru crisper and
by sending $2 to this newspaper at
fruit drawer
Box 5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
•Adjustable freezer
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shelves
.Six-pack door shelves

Glazing compound can be painted
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Q. — I have to replace several
window panes soon. Have done
work of this kind in the past, but
have never painted the glazing
compound that sets the pane in
place. Assume the compound can
be painted. I want to use a paint
matching the color of the window
frame.

A. — The compound can be
painted. Usually, you should wait
several days before doing the
painting. Read the label on the
compound can to determine exactly how long to wait. When painting, be sure the paint extends a
fraction of an inch on to the glass
to insure protection against the
passage of air and rain.
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and four or six dining chairs. This
is a fine choice for those whose
primary interest is dining furniture. But for many people
several comfortable lounge seats
and a coffee table or side table will
be more useful, he said.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your
newspaper car
rier Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the
month In
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent
business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you
at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have
to dig down
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month.
They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught
without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly
collection.
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NCAA begins 'inquiry',
hints at further charges
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Five months after being publicly reprimanded
by the NCAA, the Kentucky basketball program is again the subject of
an "official inquiry" for allegedly sending $1,000 to a recruit's father.
The announcement was made Monday in a letter dated July 22 from
David Berst, director of enforcement for the NCAA, who also wrote that
"approximately 10 additional allegations" will be submitted to the
university within the next 30 days.
Berst did not specify what lie allegations would concern.
"It appears reasonable to expect that the NCAA Committee on Infractions may find a violation of NCAA legislation," Berst wrote.
The university was reprimanded last March for not fully cooperating
with an NCAA investigation stemming from a series of Pulitzer Prizewinning stories in the Lexington Herald-Leader that detailed corruption
in the basketball program.
On Monday, UK President David Roselle promised full cooperation
with the NCAA while Coach Eddie Sutton said he had been aware of no
improprieties in the basketball program.
"As soon as we receive notice of the other allegations, we will investigate them and respond to the NCAA accordingly," Roselle said.
The primary investigation originates from allegations that assistant
coach Dwane Casey sent a package March 30 to the father of Chris Mills,
a California high school star the school had recruited.
Several employees of Emery Air Freight Corp. said the package popped open in transit, revealing $1,000 in cash. Casey has denied sending
the money, and Chris Mills and his father, Claud, have denied receiving
it.
If the Committee on Infractions determines that UK violated NCAA
regulations, it could impose sanctions on the basketball program that include barring UK from appearing on television or in post-season play
and a reduction in scholarhips.
Roselle, reading from a statement at a news conference, said, "I am
saddened that a serious allegation has been made by the NCAA concerning the men's basketball program."
But he added,"We will defend the basketball program against any unfounded allegation, but we will take full responsibility for any wrongdoing judged to have occurred."
Sutton, who was out of town, said in a statement issued through the
university: "I can say unequivocally that I have not been involved in any
wrongdoings nor was I aware of improprieties that might damage the
Kentucky basketbaH program or the university."
He noted he had spent 30 years coaching basketball and added:
"At no time has there been a question pout my honesty or the integrity of my programs. No one had suspicions concerning my programs, and
this was reflected when I was elected last year as president of the National Association of Basketball Coaches."
Athletic Director Cliff Hagan declined comment.
Berst said the NCAA would set a deadline for the university's response
after the other allegations had been submitted. At NCAA headquarters
in Mission, Kan., he would not elaborate, saying the statements made
public in the letter stand for themselves.
The university has been cooperating with the NCAA in an investigation of the allegation of the $1,000 package.

Pritchard is Senior winner
Staff Report

Col. John Pritchard, a former
Murray State University professor
now residing in Florida, returned
to Murray over the weekend to
successfully defend his title in the
29th Annual Murray Men's Invitational Senior Division.
In the third year of Senior Division competition, Pritchard fired

rounds of 75-77 for a 152 total in
winning the tile for the third
straight year.
Jimmy Brown won the open
championship of the tourney with
a 70-66-136 total for his sixth Murray championship.
Tentative plans call for the Murray Men's Invitational to include
Junior Division competition in
next year's tournament.

SHOP.6° S .,

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

Members of the Murray-Calloway Swim Team, shown celebrating last
Thursday's victory in the Mayfield Invitational, celebrated their sue.
cessful season Monday night with an awards banquet. The MCST finished 10-1 in dual meets and were second in the Murray Invitational as well
as the Mayfield Invitational win. Swim team members include (not in
order) Kim Davis, Brandon KeWe, Michael McShane, Lauren Miller,
Stacie Knight, Jessica Lampe, Denise Moore, Amy Nalle, Emily Simmons, Danette Woods, Robbie Pitch, Wesley Hart, Joseph Tidwell,
Kristie Baker, Erica Cossey, Karen Green, Heather Jedan, Mary

By DAVID OVERBEY
Staff Writer
This summer, five former Murray State University football
players have prepared for a
chance of making it in the National Football League. Today,
only two still have that chance.
Yesterday Paul Hickert, the
Ohio Valley Conference's (OVC)
all-time leading scorer and exRacer place kicker, was cut by the
Cincinnati Bengals' training camp
and former teammate Dan Coleman. a nose tackle, was waived

by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
Hickert and Coleman join
Wesley Keene as former Racers
who were cut by their respective
clubs. Keene was let go by the
defending American Football Conference champion Denver Broncos last week. Only wide receiver
Stanley Howard of the New York
Giants and Willie Cannon of the
Miami Dophins are ex-Racers who
are still with their professional
teams.
In addition to being the OVC's

100%

Patties

By The Associated Press

The 100-degree temperatures at
Texas' Arlington Stadium were no
match for the heat of Roger
Clemens and the Boston Red Sox.
Clemens, baseball's dominant
pitcher the past two seasons, overwhelmed the Rangers on Monday
night, striking out 14 and allowing
just three hits as Boston won 2-0
for its 12th straight victory.
"I just didn't want to be the one
to kill the streak," said Clemens,
14-5, who leads the major leagues

with seven shutouts and 219
strikeouts. "I like pitching in this
weather. I'm exhausted. I must
have lost seven or eight pounds."
Clemens has won 13 in a row on
the road, but the Houston native
hardly felt alone Monday night.
"I had some friends and
relatives in the stands and it's
good to have that kind of support,"
Clemens said.
The Rangers' Charlie Hough
gave Clemens little room for error. The knuckleballer didn't
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Engine Tune-Up
For most cars with Electronic Ignition Systems
3800
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_
GIBSON HAM CO.
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Includes computed:eel engine performance analyses
• check battery, starting, charging, combushon
systems Install new spark plugs • Set liming
• Ackust carburetor where applicable (Ektra
harge of removal is necessary)
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Limited Warranty for 90 days or
4,000 miles, whichever comes first.
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Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray

allow a runner past second base
League, it was New York 3,
through the first six innings and
Milwaukee 2; Minnesota 5, Toronheld the Red Sox to just five hits.
to 4; Chicago 6, Seattle 5, and
"Charlie is always a great California 2, Oakland 1.
challenge. He had his knuckleball
Yankees 3, Brewers 2
dancing," Clemens said.
John Candelaria pitched a threeBoston finally got to Hough in hitter and Don Mattingly had
the seventh. Dwight Evans singled three RBI, including a two-run
with one out, went to second on a homer in the seventh inning, as
walk to Mike Greenwell and
New York took sole possession of
scored one out later on Jody first place in the AL East.
Reed's single.
Candelaria, 11-6, gave up both
"When we got that firSt run, it
Milwaukee runs on Joey Meyer's
was like 30 runs," Clemens said.
sixth homer, a two-run shot in the
Clemens leads the majors with top of the second inning.
10 complete games and is 4-0
Mattingly's homer, his 10th,
lifetime against the Rangers. The came off Teddy Higuera, 7-6, and
right-hander struck out 10 or more scored Luis Aguayo, who had
batters for the 11th time this opened the seventh with a single.
season and 32nd of his career.
White Sox 6, Mariners 5
Boston's winning streak, which
Jerry Reuss won for the first
began after Joe Morgan was nam- time since June 16 and Chicago
ed to replace the fired John batted around in a three-run third
McNamara as manager, is the inning to snap a four-game losing
club's longest since 1948.
streak.
Elsewhere in the American (Cont'd on page 7)

Is your engine giving sluggish
performance? It may have
clogged fuel injectors. Our fuel
injection service will help restore
power and performance, and
improve fuel economy.

Adjust drive belt, test for
leaks, add up to 2 lb.
refrigerant gas.
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Coleman is a 1985 graduate of
Murray State who played profes-

Air Conditioning
Service

4 Lb. Box $409

14 Lb. Box

Hickert holds 16 records at Murray State University and ten OVC
records, including most career
points at 263. Hickert also finished
his career at Murray State by
kicking 74 consecutive extra
points.

sional.football during the strike of
the 1987 season with the Minnesota
Vikings. Coleman was waived by
the Washington Redskins prior to
his tryout with the Buccaneers.
Cannon and Howard are not only
still with their respective professional teams, but are back in their
home states as well. Cannon, who
hails from Sarasota, Florida, is
still with the Dolphins, while
Howard, a native of Brooklyn,
New York, is keeping his dream of
playing profesional football alive
with the Giants.

Clemens, BoSox are hotter than hot;
Tudor breaks drought for 100th win

$ li 899

Pure Ground Beef /
1
4 lb.

all-time leading scorer, Hickert
holds the NCAA Division I-AA
record for the longest field goal, 62
yards, which he kicked his junior
season against Eastern Kentucky.

Major League Baseball

In 20 Lb. Boxes
22 Different Varieties In Stock

$1 599
9899

Johnson

Hickert, Coleman cut by NFL squads

Fresh Frozen Vegetables
Purple Hull Peas
Crowder Peas
Cut Corn
Cut Green Beans
Blackeyed Peas
Ford Hook Limas
Breaded Okra
Corn-on-the-Cob
Cream Style Corn

McShane, Sarah Snyder, Shereen Stockham, Rebecca Tidwell, Sara
WWiams, Kasey Wilson, Scott Kellie, Bart Rushing, Jimmy Simmons,
Noelle Jedan, Megan Mallnauskas, Rachel McShane, Maggie Snyder,
Melyssa Stockham, David Chu, Rob Davis, Sam Green, Caleb Johnson,
Jimmy Lampe, Britt Trimble, Mark Vandegrift, Matt Westphal,
Michelle Adcock, Nicole Jedan, Gaya Trimble, John Michael Austin,
James Chu, Peter Johnson, Shawn Kellie, Sean Malinauskas, David
Vandegrift, Dusty Wilson, Allison Sickel, Beth Vandegrift and David
Vaughan.
Photo hs Moheal
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'Automatic Transmission
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721 So. 12th St.
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Major League Baseball...
(0eard from page 6)
Reuss, 7-7, who had lost five in a
row, scattered 10 hits over 6 2-3 innings, walking two and striking
out three. Bobby Thigpen relieved
with one out in the ninth and earned his 21st save despite allowing
Darnell Coles' RBI single.
Mike Moore, 4-11, who gave up
six runs and nine hits in five [rulings. is winless since June 24.
Angels 2, Athletics!
Kirk McCaskill pitched a threehitter for his fifth straight victory

and Wally Joyner's run-scoring
double snapped a fourth-inning tie.
McCaskill, 8-5, who had been
held out of his normal turn to face
the A's, struck out seven and walked two as he outdueled Oakland's
Dave Stewart.
Carney Lansford drove in the
Athletics' only run with an RBI
single in the fourth.
The Angels took a 1-0 lead in the
second on Brian Downing's 14th
homer.

Ca

Twins 5, Blue Jays 4
Kirby Puckett's two-out double
in the ninth inning, his fourth hit of
the game, drove in two runs to
lead Minnesota.
Al Newman singled with one out
In the bottom of the ninth against
reliever Tom Henke, 1-3. John
Moses ran for Newman and went
to second one out later when Randy Bush walked. Puckett then hit
an 0-2 pitch off the fence in right
center. Puckett also singled twice
and had an RBI triple in the eighth
to stretch his hitting streak to 13
games and give him 143 hits for
the season, tops in the major
leagues.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cardinals 5, Pirates 1
John Tudor won his 100th career
game with his first victory since
June 23 as St. Louis gave Pittsburgh its fourth straight loss.
Tudor, 5-4, yielded eight hits in
his fourth complete game.
Bob Walk, 11-5, had his six-game
winning streak stopped. A pair of
errors by third baseman Bobby
Btonilla to start the fourth inning
led to two unearned runs.
Tony Pena hit an RBI double for
the host Cardinals.
Phillies 3, Mets 2
Juan Samuel's RBI single broke

ii

Murray High Schq0I football coach Jack Cain studies the technique of
Murray Middle eighth-grader Todd Thomas during the free Tiger
football camp held last week. Sixty youths took advantage of the free
camp, which featured instruction in the fundamentals of the game.
Staff photo by Clay Walker
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Staff Report

team will be one of eight squads
competing in the girls' 18-andunder competition. Team
members include Amy Ford, Toni
Ford, Stacie Williams, P.J. Chadwick and Angie Miller;
Julie Bazzell, Lisa Barnett,
Erica Muskgrow, Tina Barrow
and Terri Gillum, and;
Amy Wallis, Jennifer Parker,
Dina Fazi, Lesley Weatherford
and Kim Shelton. Coaches are
Dick Ford and Kerry Williams.
The 15-member team is seeking
donations to help defray the cost of
the competition, expected to exceed $1,000 in travel, lodging and
food costs.
Anyone wishing to donate to the
Dirty Dozen may contact Dick
Ford (753-6533) or Kerry Williams

Soccer
'Free' soccer referee clinic offered
Soccer referee certification may not be easy, but it can be free.
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association is offering to pay
the bill for up to ten people when Lourdes Hospital in Paducah hosts a
Soccer Referee Clinic on Saturday-Sunday, Aug. 6-7.
Dave Johnson, director of referees for the league, pointed to a local
deficit of certified soccer officials as the reason behind the offer.
The clinic, to be held in the Oval Room at Lourdes, runs from 8:30
a.m.-5 p.m. each day. Cost of the clinic is $20 for 19-and-under, $30
for over 19.
For more information on the Murray-Calloway Soccer Association
offer or on the clinic, contact Johnson at 489-2886.

(436-2527).
The philosophy behind the
Bluegrass State Games is to provide Kentuckians of all ages and
skill levels a wholesome avenue
for positive development through

Oakland i Davis 841 at California I Finley
5441 in,
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Minnesota
Seattle at Chicago
Oakland at California
Milwaukee at New•York. 101
Baltimore at Cleveland, In
AMERICAN I.F.AGUE
BATTING • 295 at bats -Boggs. Boston.
360: Puckett. Minnesota. .359, Greennen,
Boston. 344, Winfield, New York .337:
Brett. Kansas City. 336.
RI'NS-Canseco. Oakland..
130995..
Boston. 72, ftHenderson. JNew York. 69.
MeGriff. Toronto, 65, Molitor. Milwaukee.
65
RBI -Greenwell. Boston, 70. Canseco.
(Oakland. 77, Puckett. Minnesota, 76, Brett.
Kansas City, 73, Winfield. New York, 71
HITS-Puckett. Minnesota. 143: Boggs.
Boston. ID. Brett. Kansas City. 125, Franco.
Cleveland. 122. Greenwelf. Boston. 122
I /01 TILES-Brett. Kansas City. 31; Gladden. Minnesota. 29, Boggs. Boston. 29, Mattingly. New' York. 26. Ray, California. 26
TRIPLES-Yount, Milwaukee. 9,
Reynolds. Seattle. 8: Wilson. Kansas City. 7.
Burks. Boston. 5; Gagne, Minnesota. 5
Manrique. Chicago, 5.
HOME RUNS-Canseco. Oakland, 26.
Gaetti. Minnesota, 22, McGrIff. Toronto, 21,
Incavtglia. Texas. 19, JCIark, New York. 19,
McGuire. Oakland. 19
STOLEN BASES -RHenderson. New
York. 53, Pettis. Detroit. pa: Molitor.
Stilwaukee, 27, Canseco. Oakland, 25,
Redus. Chicago, 24.
-

sixth after Three Rivers had taken
an 8-0 lead, scoring five times in
the first inning off Lakeland
starter Greg Jaco of Marshall
County.
David Potts of Calloway County
doubled for Lakeland, the only
extra-base hit of the tournament
for the local team, as they went a
combined six-for-48 (.125) during
the two games.
Three Rivers advances to the
Senior Babe Ruth State .Tournament in Owensboro on July 29-31.

sports and physical activity; to
promote and develop local
amateur athletics; and also to provide the amateur athletes an opportunity to showcase their talent
and receive statewide recognition.

Park League
Teams sponsored by Allison
Photography-Farm Bureau and
Tabers Acoustical-Bank of Murray have had some exciting
games. David Tabers and Jeremy
Chapman have each hit two home
runs over the fence for TabersBank of Murray while Ricky
Tabers has been the big hitter for
Allison-Farm Bureau. Jason Henson and Regan Riley have been
pitching well for their teams.
Little League
Teams sponsored by HutsonStorey's and Coke-Public Ice have
played eight games. Seth Carson,
Jody Kelso, Justin Crouch and
Micheal Tucker have led the hitting for Hutson-Storey's.
David Landis has been the big
hitter for Coke-Public Ice. E.A.
Royal, Adam Howes and Beau
Jones have also had several hits.

Pony League
Teams sponsored by 121 Food
Mart and Murray Wholesale Tire
have played several games with
Murray Wholesale Tire winning
most of them.
Robbie Tabers has hit two overthe-fence home runs for Murray
Wholesale while Greg Hill has one
Jason Greer and Heath Crouch
have also supplied several hits.
121 Food Mart has several hitters improved over the month:
Jason Farley has an over-thefence home m as well as several
other hits and Kelly Martin, Eddie
Sheridan, Jason Carson and Mark
Flood have also had hits.
Girls' Softball
In softball sponsored by Racer
Oil, Shawnery Jones has hit
several home runs. Joannah Peck,
Dawn Davis and Regina Tabers
have added several hits.
Tee-ball
Teams sponsored by Country
Store-Payless and Peoples' Bank
played eight games during the
month, with everyone enjoying the
youth competition.

753-8355

Kansas City at Detroit. In
Roston at Texas. In,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pet. G11
New York
592 56
40
Pittsburgh
571 .
56
12
Montreal
7-'
515
50 17
Chicago
18 19
495
St Louts
54
149 14
44
Philadelphia
439 15
43 55
Kest Division
M
I. Pet. GB
Los Angeles
57
40
Nth Houston
531
52 46
5i,
San Francisco
51
46
526 6
Cincinnati
47 50
485 10
san I /legs,
455 13
15
54
Atlanta
351 22i,
34
62
Monday's Games
Philadelphia 3 New York 2
San Francisco 3. 1.05 Angeles 1
St Louis 5. l'ittsburgh 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Game.
Caw vinall I Browning 0,4 and Birt.s 0 1
at Atlanta I P Smith 3,10 and Mahler 8.9, 2.
n
Chicago 10 Madduk 15,4, at Montreal
Martine. 11-71. IsI
New York (Cone 10-2• at Philailelphia
M Medd). 2-1 I. In,
Pittsburgh I Drabek 11-51 at St Louts I Cox
3-51. in,
Los Angeles • Hershlsher 13-5 and Belcher
7-1 at San Franctsco I Mulholland 2,0 and
tO Robt.on 3.11. 2. in
Houston 1 Deshates 701 at San Diego
(Rasmussen 7.71, in,
Nedneaday's Games
Chicago at Montreal. In,
New York at Philadelphia. n
Cmonnati at Atlanta. In,
Pittsburg. at St I.uis. to
Houston at San 'beg°. In,
1.na Angeles at San Francisco In,
BATTING 1295 at bats I-Gflerry
'
330. Galarraga. Montreal. 323,(10,• •
Diego. 309, Palmeiro.
McGee. StLoons. 304, Sax. Los Anget•
RUNS-Bonds. Pittsburgh. 72. Butler
Francisco, 71, Striowberry, New York
•
Galarraga. Montreal. 69. Gibson. I
Angeles. 66.
ittir-ciark San Feanclsco, 75. CD...
Houston. 71, VanSlyke. Pittsburgh
Bonilla, Pittsburgh. 64, Strawberry. N.
York. 62
HITS-Galarraga Montreal, '25 01 ,
Sthouts. 124. Palmetro. Chicago
tan Angeles. 119. Dawson, Chicact
DOUBLES-Sabo. Cincinnati. ,'
raga, Montreal. 20, Hayes. Philad.
Bream Pittsburgh. 26. Paltrietro t
26
TRIPLES-VanSlyke. Pittsburgh. 14 •
ernan StLouts. 10, Samuel Philadelphia
Butler. San Francisco, 6, Gant, Atlanta. 0,
Raines. Montreal. 6
HOME RUNS-Strawberry. New York,
26. Clark. San Francisco, 22, Gllavis,
Houston, 22. Galarraga. Montreal. 21. 4 are
tied with IS
STOLEN BASES -GYoung. Houston, 52.
Coleman. StLouls, 51, 0Smith. StLouns 32
Sabo, Cincinnati. 31, McGee. StLoults Lito

Transactions

Kirksey Ballpark in full swing
Softball and baseball games
have been in full swing at the
Kirksey Ballpark, with each
league playing eight games during
June.

901 Sycamore

%Mt:RICA% IF 04.1 P.
East D141sion
11
I. Pet. GB
New YOrk
56
40
Stitt I telroit
53
411
579
Boston
55
42
567
1,
1
Milwaukee
51
16
515 60,
Oeveland
495
19 50
10,
'Toronto
49
51
490 9
Baltimore
31
06
326 25/,
Men Division
M
I. Pei. GB
61
tiakland
39
lint Minnesota
13
557 5t,
54
Kansas City
49
49
500 11 •
40 50
t'allfornia
490 12
44
Tex.
53
454 15)
,
Chicago .
44
54
449 16
39 60
Seattle
394 21/,
Monday's Games
New York 3. Milwaukee 2
Minnesota 5. Toronto 4
Chicago 6. Seattle 5
Boston 2. Texas 0
California 2. Oakland I
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's tithetes
Milwaukee i August 5-3, at New York
Rhoden 5.0,. n
Baltimore i Tibbs 4-7, at Cleveland t Farrell 10.61. n I
Kansas City 11.eibrandt 5-11 at Detrolt
'Morris 7-111. In,
at Minnesota
Toronto i Clancy 1-11
iToliver 1.11. n
Seattle I Bankhead 5-11 at Chicago
t McDowell 4.Oi in,
Boston IBoyd 6,7 • at Texas !Guzman 9-8,

Local Bluegrass athletes prepare for state games
Two swimmers, five track and
field athletes and a softball team
named 'The Dirty Dozen' (despite
their 15 members) make up the
contingent of local athletes who
will be in competition this
weekend during the Bluegrass
State Games in Lexington.
John Michael Austin and Sean
Malinauskas will be competing in
the swimming competition, with
Austin entered in six events and
Malinauskas in four.
In track and field, Keith Abell,
Bailey Gore, Clayton Hargrove,
Vicki Hargrove and Brian Shell
will compete in various events,
with Abell, Gore and Shell entered
in three events each.
The 'Dirty Dozen' girls' softball

The Insurance Center
of Murray

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."

A

Quiet bats silence
Lakeland All-Stars
Lakeland's hitting slump proved
to be its downfall in the Senior
Babe Ruth District 1 tournament
in Madisonville Saturday.
After striking out 17 times
against Three Rivers pitcher
Steve Devine on Friday night, the
Lakeland All-Stars whiffed 12
times against Steve Casey on
Saturday, falling out of the doubleelimination tourney with an 8-2
defeat.
Lakeland got only four hits off
Casey, scoring both runs in the

PAGE 7

SCOREBOARD

a 2-2 tie in the seventh inning and
Philadelphia sent visiting New
York to its third straight loss.
Don Carman, 7-5, is 3-1 against
the Mets this season. He gave up
six hits in seven innings and Bruce
Ruffin got his second save.
Ron Darling, 10-7, allowed only
one hit through the first five innings. The Phillies tied it in the
sixth on Mike Schmidt's runscoring double and a sacrifice fly
by Mike Young.
Kevin McReynolds led off the
Mets' fourth with his 14th home
run and Darryl Strawberry followed with his 26th homer.
Giants 3, Dodgers 1
Kevin Mitchell's two-run homer
off Fernando Valenzuela in the
seventh inning made Kelly Downs
and the San Francisco Giants 3-1
winners Monday night in the
opener of a four-game series
against the National League West
leaders.
"He pitched a masterpiece, and
this was a big game for us — no ifs,
ands or buts," Giants Manager
Roger Craig said. "We can't split
this series. We've got to win four
or three out of four."
Downs, 10-8, threw a five-hitter
for a sixth victory in his last seven
starts, tying his career strikeout
high with eight.

Local baseball

Staff Report

TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1988

FA(X)TBALL
National Football 1.vagtv iit'FFALO BILLS-Signed 2101 Rasher
and Joe Devlin. offensive linemen
CHICAGO I3E,ARS-Signed Mike Tom,'.k. quarterback
CINCINNATI BENG ALS-Released Steve
Dickinson. safety. Gordon Brown, running
back
Jeff Reinke. defensive end. Paul
Rickert. placekicker. and Chris Thatcher.
offensive guard,
LOS ANGELES RAMS- Vtaived Nolan
Cromwell, safety. for the purpose of giving
him his unconditional release
95% ENGLANI)PATRIOTS-AMU/Wired
that Tony DiNiaggio. tight end. has volun,
tartly left camp Released Murray Richard.
defensive end. and Dave Texetra.
placekicker
NEW YORK GIANTS-Signed Wuhan,
Roberts. offenstye tackle. l'Iriced Herb
Welch. cornerback, on injured resere Waiv•
ed lions Byrd. safety, and Torn Oliver.
defensive lineman
NEW YORK JETS-Agreed to terms with
fl:tv•-• l'ir11,16 offensive tackle

\

{1,1,

nedy Viebster. Steve Belton and Willie
Brown. defensive backs. Michael Johnson
and Scott Camper. defensive linemen.
Derek Andrew's. linebacker, Michael Con.
nors, offensive tackle, John I 0ettrit•h , •
placekicker. and John Talley and Scot
Maynard wide receivers
PITTSBURGH STliELERS-Stg,led
Gregg Carr. linebacker
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEF:RS-Annie ,,,
ed the rettrement of Tommy Powell deto
sloe hack Released Miles Turput anti t
Teague, linebackers, Dan Cole0.0
tackle. Peter Drew and Van Tit,,
placekickers. and Derwin Volliarns and
Solomon Stiller, wide receivers
M ASHINGTON REDSKINS-Releaser!
Chris Demarest and Chos Stewart. defen•
sive backs. Carlton Rose. Bobby Curtis and
Bill Stokes. hnebackers. Bob Sta.. defen
sive enneflenry Brown and Run Berkmeter.
offenstve tackles. and Rodney Knight. Ken
neth Tyson and Ronald Scott running hat k s

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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Auto Supply
CornarTM Automotive Paint
New Line From DuPont

DAYTONA BEACH!

The Only Real Italian Pizza

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE!

DISCOUNTS
‘AP,p
t
<11%
DODGE

10%-35% OFF
CALL TOLL FRET

1-800-342-5624 DAYTONA
eev

vuag
Pizza

plus two toppings of your choice

.99

ONLY $8

RESORTS.INC
PO BOX 7617
DAYTONA BEACH SHORES FL 32016

*We Install All Automotive Glass—
Foreign & Domestic

ACAPULCO INN
I3EACHCOMER INN
Best Western
MAYAN INN
NAUTILUS INN
TREASURE ISLAND INN
SHERATON INN
Daytona Beach Shores •
NAME
Please rush my
tree color brochures STREET
zna chscount
CITY
Information to:
-No. 227 STATE

Prestige Black Frame Backsliders
only
6500
Installed

CHECK WITH US FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS
Domestic & Foreign
Parts Center

"Your Complete

Auto

D&W Auto Supply Inc.
Central Shopping Center
(Across From MSU Stadium)
ZIP

759-9600 40 753-9600

HOURS Monday-Friday 7-5

512 S. 12th St.

aturday 7 30-Noon

753-7563

•
• IN • NI ••• I III I
le II • II NI II •• II •• IN •
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TUESDAY. JULY 26, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

1

•

g

a

I

2

INVITATION TO RID
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
The City of Murray is accepting bids on
the immediate purchase of 15 vehicles to be
used by the Police Department and 1 vehl
Cle to be used by the Fire Department
Vehicle specifications may be obtained at
the City Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th Street
during regular business hours, Monday thru
Friday until 4:30 p.m. August 30, 1988. Bids
will be opened August 31, 191114 at the clos•
Dig of the business day
Holmes Ellis
Mayor

2
I, Ricky Burkeen as of
7 21 88 am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own

Notice

If you need any form of life insurance, IRA, major medical, medicare
supplement or nursing home insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several companies to give you the best possible
rate and benefits and deliver the information to you at your home. If you
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
give you free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do is
call.
_

MRS. THERESA
Psychic Astrologer
Reader & Adviser
Do you have a problem you
cannot solve Mrs Theresa
can help you whether your
problem is through love
marriage or business al
tairs Don't Mil to see tnis
God gifted consultant

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

5.00 Off Reading
With This Coupon
3210 Lone Oak Rd.. 99ducan
554-7904, 9 m -10 p.m. Daily

753-4199

OR LUPERE A LITTLE GIRL
15 SENT TO LIVE WITH
PER AUNT, AND TI4EY MAKE
PER DO ALL THE WORK?

....-r: 7

g Vi.
,.... s-:•

6

30% Ott Cross Stitch
Books & Fabric
(Excluding DMC floss).
Mon., Tues., Thurs. 8 Fri.
10 AM-4:30 PM
Closed Wed. & Sat.

Do people

CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS

really

017 Cokhuttsa Rd
Mudd* Juanita's Florian
759-5920
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
TREATED lumber in
stock. Check our prices
and save! Mid -South
Building Supply; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.

read
the
classifieds?

OR A FAWN 15
LEFT ALONE IN
Tl4E WOODS AFTER
A PUNTER SHOOTS
PER MOTHER?

i
-

bushel

7-10 a.m.
5-8 p.m.
mule off Hwy 121 between Stella & Coldwater
Watch for signs
WrgriZififia7-11TW
Services Incorporated
wished to purchase a van
for our meal program.
WAKS is seeking the
following: full size cargo
van, year 1988 or 1989
color white, equipped
with power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, AM/FM radio,
rear window glass, spare
tire, passenger seat. Bids
will be accepted until
Monday August 15, 1988 at
4:30 p.m. WKAS will
award the bid on the best
bid basis. WAKS also reserves the right to refuse
any or all bids. Please
submit your bid to Jerry
L. Wells, West Ky. Allied
Services, P.O. Box 736,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066, 502.
247-4046. For further information please contact
the above.

tor into leading to the arrest
& conviction of the per
son(s) who stole Sherman
Borders 1960 blue GMC 2
ton, V-6 flat bed truck
When stolen had a 1200
gallon water tank and a
150 gallon fuel tank
Call:
-753-0865
Or lite Calloway Co Sheriff

Notice

WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502-247-6762.
WALK;
take a COOL 30 minute
passive exercise on teh
Plexus (equal to a 4
mile walk). No medical
restrictions, no disrobing, no showering, no
age restrictions.
Murray Hot Tubs, 115 S.
13th St. Call 753-3192.

U-PICK
PEACHES
*6 per

200 Reward

rLDERLY care,
Ward's Boarding Home,
Hwys 641 & 1422, per
sonal care, family atmosphere, reasonable
rates, experienced. Call
362-9039.

2

6. Help Wanted
ACT Now New House o
Lloyd Super Party
Plan, 500 Exciting
items. Area supervisors
needed. Work from
home. No investment,
pre training. Call Doris
502453.3671.
APPLICATIONS being
accepted. Part-time
work, full time pay, set
your own hours, no
collections, no deliveries, no investment.
Show House of Lloyd
toys, gifts and country
decor. Call 436-5637.
CRUISE ships now hiring
all positions. Both skilled
and unskilled. For information call 161512926900 Ext. H-469.
DAYCARE worker,
child development
classes or experience in
day care required. Call
for details between
2:30-5:30P.M. 502 2474781.
DISABLED lady needs
mature caretakers.
Three shifts involved.
References a must. Call
753-0251.
GOVERNMENT JOBS,
$700 to $1500 weekly!
615-645-9123, Ext. E-632.

dil
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HE SAYS FM NOT POLLING
PAY WEIGHT AROONP HERE
--.'\''''`,....."--\--..._,...,"—"•-.0.1—'—i-d
.

di
eke'

"Mr. Cummings? This is Frank Dunham in
Production.... We've got some problems, Mr.
Cummings, Machine No. 5 has jammed, several
of the larger spools have gone off track, the
generator's blown, and, well, everything seems
to be you-know-what"

PICKY ,
PICKY,
PICKY

0
s'Dk.\,..1,

.„

**Vkordi

'
a'

IF you are not satisfied
with your present job
and need at least 836,000
per year, then we can
use you. Send name and
phone number to: Op
portunity, P.O. box 479,
Paducah, KY 42002-0479
E.O.E.
IMMEDIATE opening
for RN Supervisor and
patient duty care. Excellent benefits, corn
petative salary.
Contact: Director of
Nursing or administra
tor. Call 901-642-6162.
NEED a lob. 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 131
you are between ages 16
21. We are a E0E.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A, Out Of School
753-,9378 between 8:30
12:005 days a week.

ail fl*
i
1
/1
4
4

,
IFI41IT1 TTITVM1
THE ERASER
BROKE AGAIN!

DRIVERS wanted. Apply
in person at Domino's
Pizza, Must be 18 years of
age, have own vehicle
and proof of insurance.
EXPERIENCED
framing finish carpenter. Call 753-1815 or
435-435,1, after 6 p.m.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

4
..eee
n1111 Pk
04
1

Help Wanted

1450 per 100 paid
weekly. Easy assembly
at home making small
decorative pillows. Full
or part- time We supply
all pre-cut materials
and pay shipping.
FREE INFO. Send a
stamped, self
addressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises,
Dept. 102 1947 Biltmore
St. PSL, FL 34984 or call
407.335-0456.
. INTRAMURAL
COORDINATOR, Ca
mpus Recreation.
Qualifications: B.S
degree in recreation or
physical education with
demonstrated ex
perience in recreation
programming. Re
sponsibilities: ad
ministration of the intramural and sport club
program. Other areas
of responsibility include
scheduling, planning of
events, staff training,
official's development,
supervision and
evaluation. In addition,
the coordinator is responsible for assisting
the Director of Campus
Recreation with duties
as assigned with fitness
programs, special
events, Curris Center
recreation and outdoor
offerings. This position
is a ten month, salaried
position with a salary of
515,400. Screening of
applications will begin
on August 5, 1988.
Applicants should
submit a resume and
three letters of recommendation to Campus Recreation,
Murray State Univers
ity, Murray, Kentuky
42071.

.

AV-

7- 26

I WISH JON
WOOLP GET OFF
MY BACK

6

Cashier/Receptionist
Send resume or
opphcafion to.
Personnel D*0.
Marshall County Hos.
503 George McClain Dr.
llonton, Ky. 42025

YOU
DON'T LIKE
CNILDREN'S
MOVIES?

.

711
C '

61, toi,k d

30%-50% Off Knitting
Yarn & Books.

753-4199
"Our 26th Year"
BUSINESS CARDS Ge
1,000 Free with 1,000
cards ordered. Highest
quality at lowest prices.
Weekdays only,
436-2263.
CHRISTMAS IN JULY.
Give handmade gifts
from Grannys Kountry
Crafts quilts, wood folk
art, Victorian hats, many
one of a kind gifts. OPEN
NEW HOURS- Thurs. and
Fri. 6-9p.m. Sat. 10-6p.m.
Sun. 12-6p.m. Located on
Hwy. 121 S. near
CHERRY CORNERS.

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

2 .Notice

Notice

2

30% OFF nearly all GLIDDEN Latex wall
summer merchandise. paint, 5 gal. can 529.99.
Kids! Kids! Kids!, 804 Get at Black's Decorating
Coldwater Rd., 759-4577. Center, 701 S. 4th St.,
Hours Tuesday through Murray.
Saturday 10A.M. 5P.M.
OlNG out of business
B I G summer clearance sale. John's Saving Cen
all summer fabric 1/2 ter, 2206 Coldwater Rd.
price or less at Murray All merchandise sale
Sewing Center
iced. Cash sales only.
YNN Grove's Gifts &
Collectibles, Tuesday
INSIDE
Saturday, 10a.m. 1p.m. 94
SIDEWALK
West, Lynn Grove, Ky.
SALE
435.4202.
Beginning Mon.
MACHINE repairs 53
off with this ad, 1 week
July 25th
only at the local Singer
20% Off On
shop
Needlepoint Prework
Centers & Kits.

Jerry McConnell
IIISLITS,11Ce

AIRLINE tickets 1 way
from Paducah to Mem
phis, to Detroit, to But
falo. Leave July 26th.
Make offer. Call 759 4424
after lp.m.

15 THIS ONE OF THOSE
MOVIES WHERE A 80S' 15
SENT OFF TO BOARDING 5C1-(00L
ANC EVERYBODY PICKS ON 141M?

Notice

1968 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayments amounts
You will be required to
pay even more Of the
bill In fact, if you go to
the hosi:utal, you or
your insurance will
have 10 pay the first
before
&540,00
pays
Medicare
anything For free information call

Notice

Murray Ledger & Times

I HATE IT We-tEN
THE SIMPLEST THINGS
PONT WORK!!'!
;

r 2r

BLONEHE
BECAUSE SOmEO&Y
MONEY MiGHT BECOME
VALUABLE AGAIN

1 — anemone
4 Animal coats
9 Hawaiian
rootstock
12 Sin
13 Foreign
14 Race
15 Evergreen
tree
17 Clothesmakers
19 City in Russia
21 Secret agent
22 Mate
25 Worn away
29 Silver symbol
30 Blemish
32 Diner sign
33 Drink
slowly
35 Pry
sneakingly
37 Legal matters
38 Strike
40 Sunset —

1

2

3

LEU
TAILS
AL Ilil
AGA
ALIO U T
EIE A
PROTES
GATHER
ALEC
BR
1212110
OAP
AREA
OWL
ATTENDING
MA
ALE
ROE
TA
POOFFERED
LE I
SENT
SIN
TORN
EM
ANTE
REGRET
JORADES
ELIE
SINAI
AWE
TOM
S C AMP
DEW

DOWN
1 Dry. as wine
2 Before
3 Enthusiasm
4 Father and
mother
5 Spanish
article
6 Illuminated
4

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 Note of scale
43 Uncanny
45 Wandered
47 Spigot
49 Rabbit
50 Operates
54 Plague
57 Anglo-Saxon
money
58 Fall into
disuse
60 Wheel track
61 Miss Cass.
for short
62 African
antelope
63 Born

5

6

7 Afternoon
parties
8 Marsh bird
9 In favor of
10 Possessive
pronoun
11 Those

7

8

13

15

le
19

22

20

21

23

24

25

THE PHANTOM
29

30

34
33•
38

31

iii
39

U43

35•UU
40
44

45

47
50
57
61

49
ill

52
511

Nil

holding
office
16 Academic
subjects
18 Ancient
musical
instrument
20 Inclines
9
10 ii
22 Out of date
23 Nimble
14
24 Disturbances
26 Paddle
la
27 Cubisseneter
28 Anciek
chariot
31 — America
34 Equality
28
28
36 Plundered
39 Fiber plant
32
UU 41 Peel
44 King of birds
37
46 Long for
48 Toll
41
42
50 Cleaning
utensil
51 Exist
52
Scold
Id
53 Resort
55 Petition
56 Summer • Fr
59 Tin symbol

UI

UUU
kill
UU
54

iill

62UUUU

°
63
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Help Wanted

NURSES AIDS NEEDED
for 3-11 and 11-7
Shifts
Apply at

Westview Nursing
Home.
EASY work! Excellent
pay! Assemble pro
ducts at home. Call for
information. 504 641
8003 Ext. A-8047.
Kindergarten Teacher
for Private Kindergarten
Please call for details
between
2 30-5 30 pm.
502-247-4781
PARTTIME IN
STRUCTOR AND AS
SISTANT TO PRO
GRAM DIRECTOR OF
MEDICAL LABORA
TORY TECHNICIAN
ASSOCIATE DEGREE
PROGRAM lap
proximately 20
hrs./week). Duties in
dude: Instruction and
advising. Minimum
qualifications: B.S,
MT(ASCP) or other
nationally recognized
certification, 3 years
laboratory experience
including 1 year clinical
teaching. Position to be
filled by August 15, 1988.
Send resume, curricu
lum vitae and 3 letters
of recommendation to:
Kathleen Morris,
MT(ASCP), MLT AD
Program Director, De
partment of Biological
Sciences, College of
Science, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071, Murray State is
an Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action
employer.
PERMANENT position,
Interviewing now for
house work & childcare in
my home. Excellent sur•
roundings & salary. Must
have references & trans
portation. 753-0322 days,
753-3493 nights.

HELP NEEDED
In Produce Dept.
Apply in person
Owen
Food Market
WANTED. Office
manager capable of
managing 2 people.
Experience in corn
puters necessary. Also
regular office functions
such as receivables,
payables, etc. Various
benefits offered. Send
resume to P 0. Box
1040 R, Murray, Ky.
42071.
WANT to hire ex
perienced hair dresser
with some following.
Apply in person please
at Roffler Family
Hairstyles.

Wanted
persons to
clean professional
1 or 2

offices after 7:00 PM.
Please
supply
name, address and
work history. Apply
in writing to
P.O. Box 1040E
Murray, Ky
WORK FROM HOME!
Process phone orders
people call you! Un
limited earnings potential 615-645 9123 Ext.
L-632.

TRAINEES
We now have positions available for
enthusiastic
individuals who enjoy
the outdoors and
like working as their
own boss. Our onthe-job training program will prepare
you to supervise a
small utility pole inspection crew with
Company truck, no
climbing involved.
Qualified individuals
must
be
selfmotivated
with
good people and
communication
skills. A national
Company, requires
re-locations and
travel We offer a
competitive wage,
incentives
and
benefits pa6kage.
Job Security? No'
lay-offs in 50 plus
years of service. An
E.O.E. To be considered for this position, send a completed resume to
Murray Ledger
& Times

P.O. Box 1040-0

TIVESIAAV, J1 IA ZS, 194114

CLASSIFIEDS
6. Help Wanted

15

Articles for Sale

02 3/4" PLYWOOD 5995
WENDY 5 HAM
Mid South Building
BURGERS is now tat
ing applications for Supply p; 342 East
part-time help, all Washington; Paris, 901
positions are now open 642-2552.
for employment Apply 3 GAL. blacktop sealer
between 2 5P.M. $6.95. Mid South Building
weekdays only. Supply; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901
Wendy's of Murray
642-2552
9. Situation Wanted
16. Home Furnishings
CHRISTIAN lady will
EXCELLENT Maytag
Clean houses. Re
ferences available 492 dryer, $150 Like new
5'x2' GE refrigerator,
8899 after 5P.M.
Rocking chair, $30
WILL babysit anytime. $375.
753-7717.
507 Poplar.
FRIGIDAIRE stove &
WILL sit with sick or refrigerator, matching
elderly, live in or out set, green, $225. Large
barrel dresser with
753 0785
mirror, 9-drawers, $40.
10. Business Opportunity
Like new. 753-4939.
MUST
sell 8 piece
FOR Sale: Redmon Stake
Co because of illness. 4 rustic style extra long
miles South of Murray on sofa, love seat, rocker,
Hwy. 6,
11. 753-2417, 492 chair, coffee table, ottoman and end tables;
8400.
JOIN me in a career of wall heaters; recesses
fashion and glamour, as light fixtures; wooden
a certified image con- hanging light fixture.
sultant. Professional Make an offer! Call
training. Earn $100-5200 753 2580 or 759-4756.
part-time, up to $4000
per month and more in
management. For interview contact Mrs.
Mimes (615)790-1207 or
Mrs. Thomas (615)794
4591.
1 UI AL image consul
tant needed. Training
available. Call 442-6780.
TRI•plex on 1 acre (of
with in walking dis
tance to Kentucky Dam
State Park. Each unit
has 2 bedrooms. $75,000.
Cat after 5P.M. 502 362
4593.
11.Instruction

11111r
111
Trs1n k

TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
Start locally, full time; part
time. Train on live airline computers. Home study and resident training. Financial aid
available Job placement
assistance. National iidgutrs
Pompano Elcit. FL.
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
14300-327-7728
Accredited member N H S(

19. Farm

32. Apts for llent

I CUSHMAN 3 wheel
industrial carts, elec
Inc with built-in 110 volt
charger, runs good, sale
or trade Paris Landing
Country Store. 901 6,
42
8119. Open 7 days, 8 7.
AMERICAN Optical
chair stand & stool,
electric, works good.
like new, sale or trade
Paris Landing COuntry
Store, take 121 to 119
look for helicopter Call
901-642-8119.
COMPUTER: Franklin
Ace 1000, converted to
1200 with Koala pad and
C ITAOH 8510B printer.
Call weekdays
9A.M.-5P.M. 753-1412.
CORRUGATED meta
roofing 845.15; 10' $6.45;
12'-$7.75. Mid -South
Building Supply; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901
642-2552.
FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
FOR sale- Sharp
copiers and fax
machines. Demo units
also available. Call
1 800 248-4319.

NOW

Equipment

27

Mobile Homes for Sale
10x40, CENTRAL gas
heat, large window air
conditioner, must see.
759 4850.
12X40 Mobile home,
$1500. Call 753-2997,
after 5 p.m.
20. Sports Equipment
14)00 Fleetwood, exBUSINESSES Caps, cellent condition, 3 be
jackets, T-shirts, golf droom, 2 full bath,
shirts for employees stove, ref., d/w, con
and advertisement. Can tral air and heat, tin
be embroidered or derpinning, porch and
printed. Faye's, 514 outbuilding included.
Main St., 753-7743.
Already set-up on large
NAUTILUS
lower lot in Southwest area
back/ abdominal (lot can be rented). Call
machine. New, never 492-8261.
used. Must sell $200. 1976 ATLANTIC, 14x65,
753 2615.
2 acres with 3 bldgs.,
central heat & air. Call
22. Musical
435-4596.
PlANt for sale. Re
7 BEDROOM 8X50, 1/7
sponsible party to take acre lot, Sugar Creek
up low monthly subdivision. Call 436payments on beautiful 2674.
console piano. Call toll A very good starter
free 1-800-346 2460.
home 12x60 2 bedroom,
WANTED: Responsible 1 bath, completely furparty to take over low nished, A/C, gas and
monthly payments on electric, needs some
spinet piano. See minor repairs, cheap lot
locally. Call 1 800 327 fee. Only $3000 obo. Call
3345 Ext. 102.
between
8. 30 A.M.- 5 P.M
24. Miscellaneous
759 1137.
REPOSSESSED. Musf
sell 2, quonset style
steel buildings, brand
new never erected. One
is 40x40. Will sell for
balance owed. Cali
Tom: 1-800 262-6116.

GLIDDEN Latex Wall
Paint 5 gallon can
$29.99. Get at Black's
Decorating Center, 701
S. 4th St., Murray, KY.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
OFFICE desk $500,
Royal Self-correcting
Typewriter with typing
table $100, Smith Cor
ona portable typewriter
$25. Living room
furniture- 3 pillow
brown couch, 2 pillow
brown couch, 3 glass &
brass end tables, 1 glass
& brass coffee table, 3
brown Ginger lamps &
shades, $800. Call 753
8326 or 762-6860.
OREGON saw chains,
3'8" pinch for the
following bar sizes. 10"
TRAIN
$5.88, 12" $7, 14" $7.42,
TO BE A
16" $8.99, 20" & 21"
PROFESSIONAL
$9.99. wallin Hardware,
eSECRETART
Downtown Paris.
eSEC./RECEPTIONIST
PANELING! Paneling!
•EXECUTIVE
Paneling! $4.95 and up.
. SECRETARY'
Mid South Building
Marl locally
time par7
Supply; 3 4 2 East
time Train on Ilse airline nom
www Hems study and resident
Washington; Paris; 901
tralnina eiwn.rw Lid •vallable
Job placement aseletanc•
642-2552.
!tonal Ndstutss Pompano Etch
PRESSURE WASHING
glaanrial
1,•41.1.
UNIT FOR SALE. Low
hlob Plarernont 4•11.terr
hours, excellent condi1-800-327-7728
tion. Profitable full or
THE HART SC11001.
part-time business. Call
11011.1
evenings 502-442-6651.
c 7 Con
SEARS Kenmore dryer,
bought new in '85;
Whirlpool washer. $250
each.
232 8542.
14. Want to Buy
TAKING bids on used
USED air conditioners, office equipment. Call
20,000 BTUs or over. between 9A.M. 5P.M.
Northwind Mobile 759-4941.
Home Park. 753-9866.
WASHER and dryer,
microwave, dinnette
Used furniture,
set, 2 end tables,
vacuum
refrigerators, electric
cleaner, dresser with mirrors, chest
stove 8, air conditioners
of drawers, sofa and
to furnish apartments.
chair, sewing machine
with stand. Call
753-4012
weekdays 9A.M. 5P.M
753-8756
753 1412.

BE a tractor trailer
driver or heavy equip
ment operator. Men and
women start today on a
new high paying career.
No experience necessary or need to quit job
to start training.
Financial aid available.
Job placement assistance.Correspondence/ resident
training. Superior
Training Services, call
1-800-527-9502 for inter
view in your area. Ask
for free career booklet.
Headquarters:
Phoenix, Az. Meeting
with John Greene, admissions representative
on July 28 and 29 in
Murray. Call for
details.

POSITION AVAILABLE
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
The City of Murray is accepting employment applications for the position, Police
Officer Entry Level. This position will be
filled within the current calendar year. Applications with job description are
available at the City Clerk's Office, 207
South 5th Street between the hours 8:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday.
The City of Murray is an equal opportunity employer. Operating under an affirmative action plan.

(TAKE OUR MANAGEMENT
PATH TO SUCCESS)it TheRoad
Ahead Looks Too Much UM The
Road Resod. Ps Tome You
Changed Vehicles
Our Management Training Pre
gram Turns Out Leaders Who
Know How To Make Thew Hap
pen wen Give You A CornPeletive Salary. A Great Benefit
Package And The Opportunity You've Been Waiting For You give Us
Your Best Effort And We'll Do The Rest We Currently Have Openings
In HoplonsvIlle, Madisonville And Murray See What You've Beer Missing Let The RigM Company Show You The Right Moves
Assistant Mallows Csn earn Up To '20000
Manews Can Urn Up To '20.000 •
AUG lArrePrIl Cal Earn Up To .40 000
&NMI
11114uNTi Will %Maresca Tic
Odle* Anise 0118 $8.55 Orem Hoptinevale, Ky. 42240

1-LZ.
ylEntlY'S

24. Miscellaneous

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
interior & Exterior
Door. Windows
T-Loc Vinyl Skirling,
(eveling, floors repaired
Roofs Korai Sealed
Best Prices quality rest,.
RV & Camper Repair
"Factory Experience
Building & servicing
Mobile Homes"
PHONE 1502)492-8488 a
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air con ,
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5209.
30. Business Rentals
FIRST time this com
mercial space has been
available in 20 years
2400 sq. feet, lots of
parking at 15th and
Main with high traffic
count and right on MSU
campus, central heat
and air. Call 753-4012 or
753-8756.
SMALL Building near
campus. Ideal for office
or small business. Call
753-2967.
32

Apts for

Rent

7 BEDROOM duplex in
Northwood Subdivision,
285 per month.
759 4406.
2 BEDROOM brick
duplex, shade, quiet
neighborhood, couples
preferred. No pets. $260
per month. 753-6931.
ALMOST new 2 bed
room luxury energy
efficient duplex apar
tment in Westwood.
Cathedral ceilings with
ceiling beams in all
rooms. The best in
appliances, water and
ice in door refrigerator,
built in microwave,
glass top stove. Ceramic tile bath. Interior
uniquely decorated with
some of the most ex
pensive materials
available. Lease and
deposit. No pets. Call
753 - 7185 for
appointment.
APARTMENT for rent.
Call Dill's Trailer Court
759-1577.
MUR Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE 1, 2 and 3 bed
room apartments, fur
nished, located near
campus. Days 753-6111
or 753-0606 after 5P.M.
NICE 2 bedroom apt.,
appliances, washer &
dryer furnished. No
pets. Adults only. 10
miles on 121 South Call
436 5401.
Now available 1 bed
room apartments, car
peted, furnished, priv
ate, parking, all utilities
included. $175 per
month, deposit and
lease required. No
children or pets. 436
2755,

taking ap
plications on site for
Section 8 rent subsidized apartments, 1
bedroom, Southside
Manor Apartments,
9 11A.M. and 12 2P.M.,
Monday through friday.
753 8221. Equal Housing
Opportunity
ONE or Two bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray. Call 753
4109 or 436-2844
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hi'lldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
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Real Estate

NEW executive brick
duplex 2 bedrooms,
bath, large living room,
dining area, kitchen,
utility, plus garage with
electric opener per side.
Nearing completion on
Northwood Drive. 527
9192
REDUCED s2o,00cit
Building- 1303 Chestnut.
Adjoining college, 5
apartments and business,
large lots for future de
velopment, part owner
financing. (615)262 0000.
44

Lots for Sale

7 LAKEVIEW lots on
Pine Bluff Shores. Call
after 5P.M. 753 8723
33. Rooms tor Rent
RESIDENTIAL lot, 1623
Rooms for rent for Sunset Blvd. $10,000.
college boys, 1626 Phone 901 642 4161 beHamilton Ave. Call tween 7:30a.m.-4:45p.m.
247 4366, collect.

49

Used Cars

EXTRA NICE
1984 Chevrolet
Caprice
Local
car,, low
mileage, V-8, fully
loaded, new set of
Michelin
tires

Sharp!

Call
753-8809

49

Used Cars

1985 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, excellent con
dition, $9200 759 1084
after 5P.M
1986 IROC, white and
grey, t tops, fully
loaded with 23,000 ac
tual miles. Extra sharp.
759 1543, 753 0509.
73 CHEVY Impala, runs
good, drives good, 6400
Call 753 8711, after 5
P-m•
BUY or frac* for 1986
Chevrolet Corsica with
tilt, cruise and air,
select from black or
blue. 759 9213.
BUY or .trade for 1987
Plymouth Reliant LE
with 10,000 miles. 759
8213.
B U Y or
trade for 1987
Plymouth Reliant LE,
tilt, air, cruise, blue on
blue. 759 9213.

1'77 PONTIAC
Firebird, all over good
condition, by owner at
Paris Landing. $2250
Serious calls collect
901-232-8388.
1980 FIAT Spider 2000,
only 63,000 miles, runs
great. 753-5970.
1980 Mazda GLC,
"great little car", make
offer. 7515970.
Now it's
1981 CUTLASS
Supreme, PS, PB, air,
cassette, new tires,
excellent condition. 759
9818 after 6:30P.M.
1983 CITATION 4 door,
automatic with air. Must
sell. $1650. Call 759-9698.
1983 FORD Escort wa
gon, 5 speed, 30 plus
New & Used
MPG, air, cassette
GM Executives &
stereo, great condition
Program Vehicles
354-8795 or 354-6636.
1984 MAZDA RX7 GSL,
901-642-3900
blue with brown interior,
Hwy. 79 W - Parts
5 speed, 56,000 miles, 55,
700. Call 753 4981.
1984 MUSTANG GT, low 50 Used Trucks
miles, excellent condi
1977 CUSTOMIZED
tion, loaded with T tops Dodge van with rebuilt
and new tires. 753-9804.
318 engine. $1800 or best
offer. 753-8942.
1978 CHEVY Luv,
TOYOTA
automatic, AM/FM
stereo, good tires, runs
ot
good. After 6P M. 436
Murray. Inc.
2223.
'73 DODGE Tradesman
Financing on the Spot
100 Van, $1200. Call
753 9227.
'8487
'I? Bislang
76 FORD Van Er
onoline 100, $1200 Call
'87 Ford Ranger XII P.U. '8987
753 9227.
117 Toyota P U
'8387
51
Campers
'87 Ford Amstar Van .10,887
AIRSTREAM Travel
87 Toyota Corolla LE .vo '9487
Trailers, pre owned
Charles Cochran,
'86 Toyota Corolla LE
'8987
7530114.
18487
'16 Nissan 200 St
52. Boats Motors

34 Houses for Rent
45 Farms for Sale
I BEDROOM house in /25 ACRES with crop
the country, adults land, timber ready for
preferred, no pets. Call harvest, creeks,
753 9866.
Christmas trees, good
I BR house for rent. $296 building sites, black top
month plus deposit Call road access. John
753 0332 between 2 & Neubauer, P.O. Box 656,
6p.m.
Murray, Ky. 42071, 753
7531.
36. For Rent or Lease
RENT to Own a Heavy 46 Homes for Sale
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 per week. 1307 OVERBY St., I
Call Movie World at bedroom brick with
carport, fenced back
753 4663.
yard, utility building,
new gutters, aluminum
37. Livestock-Supplies
siding, wood stove,
SIMMENTAL and
appliances. Call 753
Simbrah bulls. Per
6204.
formance & semen
1 ACRE lot and I
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, bedroom house, living
room, eat-in kitchen,
Ky. 522,8794.
utility room, nice storage building, garage
38. Pets-Supplies
and paved driveway.
ADORABLE Lab/ Located on 121 South 10
German Shephard miles from Murray.
mixed puppies, excel- 436 5495 or 436-2426.
lent with children and 2 BEAUTIFUL
brick
loves the water, black & homes
in the 50s. One in
tan in color, some with New
Providence- one in
fluffy hair & others with Ben De Field
Subdivi
short, 6 weeks old, $10 sion. Call Pat
at Cen
each. Call 753-8506,
fury 21 Loretta Jobs
AKC Boxer puppies, 6 Realtors. 753-1492 or
weeks old, $150 each
436-2333.
Call 489-2514.
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
AKC Siberian Husky eat in kitchen, living
puppies, blue eyes, room with fireplace.
shots and wormed. Separate garage. Ap
Black and white, $140 pliances included. Cen
and up. 30 miles away. tral gas heat. Newly
81 Chevrolet C-10 Siherado'9987
901 986-9520.
decorated. Near un
'86 Dodge Lancer
'7187
AKC registered Dober
iversity. $27,000.
man, black & tan, shots & Charles Snead, 759 1476
86 Honda Civic
'5957
wormed. Must sell, $150 or 762 6445,
each. Call after 5p.m. 7 BEDROOM house and
'5487
85 Cavalier Type 10
753-0834.
large lot, 3 blocks from
'8487
'85 Buick Park Ave
SHELTIES (Toy Col- court square. 753-5477.
lies), sable and white, I BEDROOM brick on
'85 Toyota Land Cruiser '0987
15021354-8211.
6.4 acres. Fenced with
barns. New 15' above
'85810528e
15,987
41 . Public Sales
ground pool. Shade
'5987
'85 Pontiac 6000 LE
trees. New roof and
attached garage in 1986.
II
'8987
'85
Ford
Bronco
Almo area. $45,000.
753-8965.
'7987
'85 Dodge D-153 PU
BY owner- Lake house,
'85 Toyota Camry LE red '8987
1.06 acres, beautiful
landscaping with lots of
'85 Toyota Camry
'8787
trees, carport, large
shed, inclosed garage, '85 Honda Accord
8987
boat dock, all brick,
9887
quality neighborhood, '85 Chevrolet P U 411
Jonathan Creek. Cen
6987
'84 Toyota Cann LE
tral heat/air, wood
Guns, photo equipment
insert, Anderson
'7987
84 Honda Prelude
& enlarger, 10 speed anThermopane and Pella
tiques, tools, motorcycle
windows, peg oak
'84 Toyota Extra Cab P U '5987
floors, deck and patio, 2
& much more.
'84 Toyota Celica GT
'6987
fireplaces, lightning
arrestors, TV tower, 6
'84 Chrysler E Class
'4987
Rick, Nancy,
rooms, 2 bedrooms, 2
Robyn & Rachel
baths, large recreation
'84 Ford Tempo
'4287
room, all appliances.
Orr are having a
'4987
$124,750. 502-354-6204, no
'84 Chevrolet Celebrity
Yard Sale
brokers, 312-677-2766.
'6987
'84 Ford Ranger 404
Big deals, lots of
FOR sale or trade Waterfront home, 2400 '81 Volvo
steals & bargains
'8487
sq
feet,
good
water
galore
with boat dock. Call
'83 Olds Cutlass Supreme '4987
Saturday. July 30 753
3672 after 5P.M.
'83 Oldsmobile 98 Regency '8887
7 a.m.-?
ILLINOIS home on
Take Hwy 94W to
2387
'82 Nissan Sentra
highway, 7000 popula
Oaks Country Club
lion, including 60' '82 Ford Escort
Road. 1 mile to last
'2887
barber
home,
mobile
house on left
shop, 1 3/4 lot. Might
'81 Dotson King Cab P 'J
248?
trade for A frame. W.
'987
Dillow, 416 S. Isabelle, '80 Pontiac Sunbird
43 Real Estate
Clinton, IL. 61727.
'2287
'80 Citation
15 ACRES with house
MOVE into the best
trailer. Call 759-4490.
'1187
'80 Pinto
address in town, a
71 +/ acres, excellent
bedrooms, 2 baths 80s.
building site(s), 6 miles
Century
21
Pat at
'887
'78 Hilda GLC
east of Murray, fenced Call
Jobs Realtors
pond, $29,000. Call 753 Loretta
'76 Toyou Corolla SW
'1497
436 2333.
753-1492
or
6870.
Price & Payment
CONDO on Lake NICE 2 BR house off 16th
Displayed
Barkley 2 bedrooms, St on West Olive near
pool, tennis court, dock, University. $19,500 or
on each vehicle
recreation building, would rent for $25 per
5
I 5 S. 12th
nicely furnished. Call mos. plus deposit. No pets
753.4961
please. For info, call ow
502 322-8632.
COUNTRY estate near ner 753 2237.
lake with 4 bedrooms, 2
Make
Motorcycles
baths, city facilities and 47
$55
NG. Has log cabin for 1971 HARLEY David
$55
guest cottage. Sets on 4 son Sportster, perfect
S55S5SSSSSS
lots with orchard, condition. $1700. Phone
S1SSS$55SSSSSSSSS
vinyard and garden 759 1174.
$$$
$555
spot. Call today
Honda,
1986
CR-250
1985
$55
5550
362.4219!! $59,900.
YZ- 80 Yamaha, 1984
SUS
55$
ESTATE of Frank M.
RM 125 Suzuki. 753 4814.
555$50555555S
Davis- 17 acres on
555555555555S
Buffalo-Sulfer Rd. 1986 4-WHEELER Honda
550
tracks, excellent
SSS$
New Concord), ap 250 4
SSSS
iSS
at
Call
condition.
$1500.
SUS
prox. 1 mile from lake
555$
55$
SUS
759-1405.
ter
4p.m.
on all weather road.
$555
550
SS$S
1984
MUST sell
618 272 7144.
$555005050010SM
kENTUCKY Lake lot, Yamaha 225 DXN 3
S5SSSSSMS
start,
Electric
wheeler.
12x60 mobile home,
55$
ball
septic, well, lot goes to shaft, new tires,
Si,
survey line. $16,500. ery. Clean, runs great,
With
Classified
$700. ATV trailer, 5200
442-1770 or 442 3632.
753 8115 or 759-4451 after
kOPPERUD Realty
5P.M.
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
kY. lake cottage, fully
furnished, large living
room with fireplace, 2
large bedrooms,
dining/ kitchen area,
full bath, attached gar
age, 639,000. Call 436
2767.

Garage
Sale

Wednesday
8a.m.-7p.m.
1504 Belmont Dr.
East off S. 16th

753-1916

12% 12% 12% 12%

YES, YOU CAN EARN 12%
+ $500 BONUS ON YOUR MONEY
Write:

P.O. Box 371
Benton, KY 42025

Phone:

(502) 527-1362

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

16' ALUMACRAFT with
20HP motor, trolling
motor, gas tanks, S800.
436-2264.
18 WALK through ski
boat, 250 Chevy inboard
motor, all reworked and
priced to sell. 759 4018.
1981 EBBTIDE, 115HP
Evinrude, power trim,
power tilt, easy loader
trailer, all in excellent
condition. $6250. 753
9414,
1987 ASTROGLASS
Bass boat, GT 150HP
Johnson, all Lowrance
electronics, must sell.
753.1900 or 753-4692.
19 AVENGER let boat,
great shape, priced to
sell. Call 753 9804.
PARKER'S Marine
Salvage Wants to buy
boat, motors, trailers
and marine parts. Hwy.
69 A, Paris, TN. 901 642.
6569.
WANT To Buy or Sell:
Boats, motors, trailers,
parts, anything marine.
Paris, TN, 901 642 6569,
8A M. 5P.M. daily,
1-5P.M. Sunday.
53. Services Offered
Al TREE Service and
stump removal Your
professional tree ser
vice. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipper. Call 7510906.
ACE Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492-8650.
APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
753-4872 or 436 5848
BETTER BUILT
CONSTRUCTION.
Storage buildings,
treated decks, and
gazebos. Quality work
for less. Free estimates.
L.E. Williams 489-2663.
BRICK block & concrete
driveays, sidewalks,
patios, house foundations,
chimneys. New and rep
air. 27 years experience.
Free estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles Bar
nett 753-5476.
CONCRETE work,
driveways, patios, etc.
Call Joe Chambers,
247 7294.
CAVE'S window cleaning. Commercial - re
sidential. Free es
timates. 753-9873.
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Service. 753- 3534 or
753 3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR all your roofing
needs call Steve Brown
.198 8995. All work
guaranteed. Free
estimates
FOR most any type
driveway white rock also,
any type gravel, dirt and
sand call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753-6763.

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

53

*Four Star*

Gil's

Treated
Decks 8. Porches

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning

4x6-25" rails $200
6e10-25" rails

Steam & Vacuum
System

10x16-25" rails

$310
$620

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

*CALL 1502)492-8488*

$39.95

LICENSED electrician,
residential and com
mercial. Air condition
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
Gil Sewell
repair for natural and
15 years experience
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
1_&L Roofing & General
GENERAL Repair
Repair. Also, gutter rep
Plumbing, roofing, yard
and painting. Free
work, tree work Wood, air
estimates. 109,o discount
$25 a rick. Cali 436 264;
for Senior citizens. 474
or 492 8433.
8057,
GUTTERING by Sears.
MAX W. Parker,
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your Attorney at Law. For
specifications. Call mer County Attorney;
Sears 753 2310 for free former District Judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
estimate
Murray, 753 3153;
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble and tile 643 Old Home, 753 7900
MITCHELL Paving
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
INSULATION blown in Driveways, parking
lots,
seal coating and
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those striping. Also,
limestone,
gravel, top
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears soil and grading. Phone
753 2310 for free 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
estimate.
LANDSCAPING and Specialist, Repair,
lawn service provided leveling, underpinning,
for the Murray area. set ups, tear downs,
For free estimates roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
phone..733_3264„.._
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
..}4101111514.41+1441H44844441141444418
PAINTING
Interior
and exterior 10 years
experience. Reasonable
rates, Free estimates.
Call Willie, 436-2579.
PLUMBING repairman
Call `Us' On
with same day service.
The Carpet'
Call 759-4850.
'of S•rrpc•
El•n•
*
QUALITY construction
•Sato,
Syslern
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
•COurteous a Prompt
• C•rpe t 1,0eclor
ROCKY COLSON Home
7:
rC o
;
n
..
•00:7
Repair. Roofing, siding,
plumbing,
painting,
• We enno ou,owe
concrete
Free es
"We're Very Careful Who
timates. Call 474 2307 or
We Send Into Your Home,--a753 6973.
SHEETROCK finishing,
Lee's
new or repair 436 2811
SUREWAY Tree
Carpet
Service- Topping, prom
Cleaning
ing, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
753-5827 I insured for your prof
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753 5484.
LEE'S CARPET TREE & Bush work
CLEANING. For all removal, pruning,
thinning, etc. Re
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free asonable prices, free
estimate call 753-5827. estimates. Call Jerry's
Yard Guard 759 4808.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician, WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
Doug Jones Electric. Re
dry. Work completely
sidential wiring and elec
trical and electric motor guaranteed. Call or
repairs. No rewinding. write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Call 759-4751.
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
Septic Tanks
WHIT= rock, sand,
rip-rap, dirt, mulch,
Pumped
bank, wash, slabs,
Sewer lines cleaned
sawdust and cleanup.
...Grease Traps
Will haul anything.
Pumped
753 0467.
....Portable toilet
rentals
WILL haul any type
...Office trailer rental
gravel, rock, dirt,
& sales
Murray silica sand,
white sand. Williams
and Son 753 9251 or
759 1354
Mobile John &
Septic Service
56 Free Column
527 9945
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727

Lane's

1 800 592 3308
YARD landscaping
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753-0659.

FREE kittens, healthy,
kept inside, using litter
box. 759 1219.
YOUNG medium sized
Lab mix. Free to good
home. 436-2569.
*4'1
753
5940

*

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

'Drop by & see OUI showroom
MURRAY
Behind Sow,
409 SUNBURY
*agr**********************

SINCE 1938
"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME"

NOW OPEN
to Serve the

Murray & Calloway Co. Area

•CONCRETE BLOCKS • CEMENT •SAND
•GRAVEL •CRUSHED STONE
•MASONRY CEMENT .LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355
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OBITUARIES
Thomas Blake Posey
Thomas Blake Posey, 76, of
Owensboro died Monday at
Owensboro-Daviess County
Hospital there.
He had retired as an accountant
after 25 years service with Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation.
He was a member of Settle
Memorial United Methodist
Church, Owensboro, of Open Door
Sunday School Class and Sam
Miller Bible Class at the church.
Mr. Posey was a member of
Lodge No. 130 Free and Accepted
Masons; a retired board member
of Owensboro Retarded Citizens
Group; former member of National Accountants Association;
had worked with March of Dimes
Chapter and with Mayor's Committee for Handicapped; member
of Lt. Robert Moseley Chapter of

can be mild (spun' bifida occulta) or
severe (with serious neurological abnormalities incompatible with life)
Spina bifida typically affects the
lower back. Depending on the extent
of the abnormality, varying degrees
of paralysis (below the defect) may
result, causing weakness and bladder
and bowel problems
Surgery may be necessary to close
the defect. In patients who do not
have surgery, careful attention must
be paid to avoiding spinal and urinary
infections, hip dislocations (due to
muscle weakness) and other orthopedic complications
Rendu-Osler-Weber disease, hereditary hemorrhagic telangectasia,
is an inherited vascular disorder
characterized by small red clusters of
blood vessels on the skin and in the intestinal tract. These lesions bleed extremely easily. Nosebleeds are a particularly serious problem. Bleeding
points that are accessible can be cauterized, but intestinal lesions are difficult to treat; patients may need
transfusions if they hemorrhage To
my knowledge, this hereditary disease is unrelated to spina bifida; the
two conditions are separate.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M D

George Eubanks

George Eubanks, 72, Rt. 1, Benton, died Monday at 3:40 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
A retired mechanic, he was a
member of the Church of Christ
and a veteran of World War II.
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Born Sept. 10, 1915, in Yale,
Ark., he was the son of the late Joe
DEAR DR. GOTT: My boyfriend,
Eubanks and Ada T,ge Eubanks.
37, is confined to a wheelchair with
Two sisters and two bTh-thers also
spina bifida. He's had 17 back operapreceded him in death.
tions and has recently been diagnosed
with Rendu-Osler-Weber syndrome
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
I'm having a tough time finding anyEudella Henson Eubanks; two
thing in the medical books about
daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Semenic
ROW,or about children with spina biand Mrs. Marilyn Terrell, Benton;
fida who live to adulthood. Can you
two sons, LeRoy Eubanks, Benton,
help?
The family requests that expres- and Leon Eubanks, Siloam SprDEAR READER: Spina bifida, a
defective closure of the vertebral colsions of sympathy take the form of ings, Ark.; three sisters, Mrs.
umn, is a congenital condition that
contributions to Elevator Fund, Otha Wooten, Arkansas, Mrs.
Settle Memorial United Methodist Vida Frost, Missouri, and Mrs.
Mary Jo Frost, California; 11
Church, Owensboro,
grandchildren; two great(Cont'd from page 4)
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
Thursday, July 28
Thursday,July 28
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
No Junior Golf will be held at Educational Building, First
Mrs. Nonie Pierce, 92, Rt. 2,
Mrs. Betty Lyles, Symsonia; one and Cann Funeral Home. Jim
Murray Country Club today.
United Methodist Church. For inPhillips will officiate.
Benton, died Sunday at 2:05 p.m.
son, Frank Pierce, Dexter.
————
formation call Carol at 753-2596,
Burial
will
follow in Murray
at Marshall County Hospital,
Also surviving are a half sister,
South Pleasant Grove United
Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at
Benton.
Mrs. Imogene McKendree, and a Memorial Gardens.
Methodist Church will have Vaca- 435-4143.
Friends may call at the funeral
half brother, George Myers Jr.,
She was a member of New Hartion Bible School at 6:30 p.m.
————
mony Baptist Church. Two
both of Benton; 12 grandchlldren; home after 5 p.m. today
————
Compassionate Parent Group
daughters, Emma Lou Pierce and
three stepgrandchildren; 17 great- (Tuesday).
Second Annual Youth Explosion
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway
Ruby Nell Pierce, preceded her in
grandchildren.
will be at 7 p.m. at Hardin Baptist County Health Center, North
death.
The funeral will be Wednesday
Church.
Seventh and Olive Streets.
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
————
————
Mrs. Pierce is survived by her Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev.
Golden Age Club is scheduled to
Events at First Baptist Church
husband, Finis Pierce; five Roy Gibson will officiate.
Burial
meet at 11:30 a.m. in social hall of will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, will follow in Barnett
Services for Mrs. Marie Elkins First United Methodist
Cemetery.
Church.
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
Mrs. Laura Howard and Mrs.
Moody
are
today
Friends may call after 4 p.m. toat 1:30 p.m. in
————
a.m.
Ruth Copeland, Benton, Mrs. day (Tuesday) at the
the
chapel
of Blalock-Coleman
Chapter 50 of Disabled
funeral
————
Margaret Lyden, Florida, and home.
Funeral Home.
American Veterans and Auxiliary
Lakeside Singers will perform
Henry Hargis and Harold Irvan are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
at at 8 p.m. at Pennyrile Forest State
are officiating. The song service is American Legion
Hall.
Park near Dawson Springs.
by singers from Union Grove
————
————
Church of Christ with Thomas Lee
Senior citizens' activities will be
Health Express of MurrayArmstrong as leader.
The funeral for Mrs. Myrtle sions of sympathy take the form of
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Calloway County Hospital will be
Pallbearers are Dennis Nall, Willis Centers and from 10
Jones Farmer was today at 10 contributions to American Cancer
a.m. to on court square in downtown Mura.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur- Society of First United Methodist Barry Hale, Ronnie McLemore, 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
ray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
Church,
Hal
Murray.
Crouch,
Keith
Crouch and
chill Funeral Home. The Rev.
————
p.m. Blood pressure, pulse, vision
Carlos
Elkins.
Burial
Nowell Bingham and the Rev.
will follow in
Single Connection will meet at 7 and glaucoma screenings and
Mrs. Farmer, 84, of 208 North
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Lloyd Doyle officiated. Mrs. Joan 13th St., Murray, died Sunday
p.m. in third floor classroom, cancer screening kit will be
at
Mrs.
Moody, 90, Rt. 1, Almo,
Bowker was organist.
11:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
died Sunday at 11:38 p.m. at
Pallbearers were Roger County Hospital.
Murray -Calloway County
Reichmuth, Hugh Eddie Wilson,
John Irian, Bob Garrison, Dr.
She is survived by one daughter, Hospital.
She is sistvived by four
Dan Miller and Bill Furgerson. Mrs. Avonell Carlisle and husGood
daughters, Mrs. Sarah Jane
GM QUALITY
641 South
Burial was in Murray City band, Max, St. Louis, Mo.; three
Neighbor
SERVICE PARTS GM
Barnett, Lincoln Park, Mich.,
Murray
Cemetery.
grandchildren; two greatChevy
••••••i•Croetconstesnon
733-2617
Mrs. Bert (Geneva) Collins, Rt. 4,
The family requests that expres- grandchildren.
Stars
Keep The Grvsl GM F,
.ici NO Geo.. GNI Pc
,
Murray, Mrs. Billy Joe (Carlene)
Hale, Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs. Carlos
(Wilda) Crouch, Rt. 7, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Roy (Irene) Barrow, Paducah, and Mrs. David
1988 Chevrolet Monte Carlo Super
(Nora) LeBarre, Pompano Beach,
Sport, White 1-tops, PW, PL
Fla.; five grandchildren; five
AM FM cassert, 7,XXX miles
Prices as of 10 a.m.
great-grandchildren.
Industrial Average
'15,500
.2.31
Goodyear
59% + 7/s
She
was
the
daughter
of the late
Previous (lose
2071.83
I.B.M.
122% +1/4 Charles Washington Elkins and
Air Products
47 +%
Ingersoll Road
38% .1/4 Maggie Bell Bailey Elkins.
A.T.C.-Class A
25% 251/2
Jerrico
Sons of American Revolution.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary PoWtt Posey; one daughter,
Mrs. Ford (Kathy) Cox Jr., Atlanta, Ga.; two sons, Thomas B.
Posey Jr., Murray, and Robert B.
Posey, Washington, D.C.; five
grandchildren.
Services will be Thursday at 10
a.m. at Settle Memorial United
Methodist Church, Owensboro.
Burial will follow in Fern Wood
Cernetery, Henderson.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Wednesday at Glenn Funeral
Home, Owensboro.

Effects of
spina bifida

You can obtain more information
about spina bifida by writing The
Spina Bifida Associaton of America,
343 South Dearborn St , Suite 310, Chicago, IL 60604
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm taking 005
milliliters of 'allergenic extract"
once a week. One doctor said there
were side effects that would show up
later in life. Another doctor disagreed. Who is right?
DEAR READER. I have never
heard of "side effects" from allergy
shots showing up years later The purpose of allergy injections is to desensitize that is, to relieve a patient's
symptoms and. in theory, to neutralize the allergy Of course, people have
to be careful about the possibility of a
reaction to allergy shots, but this usually occurs within a matter of
minutes.
You'd better find a qualified opinion — so I'm sending you a free copy
of my Health Report, "Medical Specialists." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 and their
name and address to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title.
0 ins. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Community...

Mrs. Nonie Pierce

Mrs. Marie
Elkins Moody

Thursday, July 28
offered.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Life House will have prayer
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at
Cris Pregnancy Center, 1506
Chestnut St.
————

Insured
Certificates
of Deposit

Mrs. Myrtle Jones Farmer

month 7.5%
$10,000 minimum deposit
year 8.0%
15,000 minimum deposit
2 year 0.35%
$5,000 minimum deposit
3 year 8.55%
$1,000 minimum deposit
5 year 8.8%
31,000 minimum deposit

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

Stock Market

AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

A
267/4
32 -1
/
4
22% .1/8
25% +%
25% -1
/
4
8B 8%A
454/s unc
51% +%
45/
1
4 2+1
/
4
79% -%
20% +1
/
4
49% +IA

14%B 14%A
33% -%
32% 4.%
441% -%
77%
35% +%
43% +1/4
33% ./
1
2
47/
1
4 +
911/4 +1
/
4
30% unc
31% +%
6.87

Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
Is there anything men take more
pains about than to render themselves unhappy?"
— Benjamin Franklin.
Both sides had their share of unhappiness in today's deal. First it
was South, whose unhappiness with
the enemy's bidding goaded him
into hazardous action. Later it was
West, whose errant lead produced a
huge swing.
Dick Barry of Ireland held the
South cards in this deal from the
1972 World Championships, Ireland
vs. Venezuela.
East's two-heart bid transferred
to spades. West, enamored of his excellent spade holding, jumped to
three spades. East pressed on and
Barry decided it was time to sacrifice. Little did he know that North
had enough to beat four spades.
Barry ruffed the spade ace and
drew trumps A low heart toward
the king in dummy gave West an
impossible problem. If he took his
ace, Barry would enjoy two discards on the major suit kings, losing
only a club and a heart. And if West
ducked the heart ace, dummy's king
would win and Barry's heart queen
would go on the spade king. The defense would then get two clubs, but
five diamonds doubled would make
either way
There's an opening-lead lesson in
today's deal. WV% known spade
length in the East hand and random
strength in dummy, West should be
in no rush to make a risky lead. A
safe trump lead gives West a helpful look at dummy to guide the
defense

NORTH

7.26-A

Back-to-school night
set for Calloway group
Back-to-School Night for the
Calloway County kindergarten
classes will be on Aug. 2 from 7-8
p.m. at East, North and Southwest
Elementary schools. Parents of
children pre-registered will be
contacted by letters and parents
who have not pre-registered
should contact the school principal
prior to Aug. 2.
At the meeting, parents will be
expected to have immunizaltion
and physical exam records, and a
birth certificate for their child.
This year, each student will be
charged a 820 snack fee and $25 instructional fee.

•K 8 2
VK73
•A Q 8
4K 8 7 6
EAST
4 Q 10 9 7 6 4
V 10 6 5 2
•6

WEST
•A J 5 3
717 A J 8 4
•9 4
4A J 4

4 Q 10
SOUTH
•- - 11 Q 9
•K J 10 7 5 3 2
49 5 3 2

Vulnerable: East-West
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
Pass
Pass
5•

West
1 NT
3.
Dbl

North
East
Pass
2V
Pass
44
All pass

•transfer to spades
Opening lead. Spade ace
BID WITH THE ACES
7-26-B

South holds
•Q 10 9 7 6 4
V 10 6 5 2
•6
4 Q 10
North
14

Agencies sharing
preservation grants
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Forty public agencies are sharing
nearly 8592,000 in grants to
manage or protect vital local
records, the Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives
said in a news release.
Primary consideration was
given to projects for security
microfilming, of public records,
restoring damaged or
deteriorating records, converting
heavily used records to alternative formats and codifying ordinances, the release said.

South

ANSWER: Two spades. Its hand
rates to produce more winners in a
spade contract than in no-trump.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Bet
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with relf.addreesed
stamped envelope for reply
Cupy2141K. INC Usited Patten SyNkeat*

nrju,,FDIC Insured up to Sitlantel
Insures name a‘allahle upon request
May I. sublet',to ....rel.
penalty for early ablates* al
Ir(Tecate July Sa. ISM
Subject to
lUuIiiy

/‘ /\ /\

Edward
Jones & Co:

V/\

BASIC CABLE
With HBO and CINEMAX

51

i‘
ev

1st Prize • One Month Basic Cable with HBO and Cinemax
2nd Prize • $20 CASH!
3rd Prize - (2) Showtime Duffle bags filled with goodies!
HURRY! Entries Must be in by Aug. 3rd

cAra

Name:
Address

Age
Phone
Your Favorite Cable Program?

Mall to: Murray Cabievision, Bel-Air Center, Murray, Ky.

k/ \/ \I \I \./ \I \/ AV' \/
You are invited to our...

FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL

Hog market
Federal Stale Market %ea s Service July 20.
INS Kentucky PurcKuse Area Hod Market Report
bethados Retying Mallon, Receipts Act SCE Est
IN Harrows & 011ts steady Sow* steady
1.00
Yeses.
4111 14 244130 lbs.
144.30 47.00
US 11 NFU* lbs.
$44.30 44.30
Ull 5-3 /1344,10 lbs.
344.0444.30
US 3-4 214410 lb..
144.05-41.01
Seers
US I-! 111.011 lse.
331.441-33.40
US 1.3 0e0.400 lbs.
1211.40.33.110
Us 14 4411-3•1 lb..
$37.1440.11
,
037.0430.40 Ire se 3044
Ull I•1 060 sad up
UI 3.3 3114401 Ms.
131401.47.401
Bears 1121.411.93.411

NOTICA

1.

1 NT

/V

Stop in or call tc Kb,
for all the detail,
David Lane
520 Main St.
(National Hotel)
753-7401

11.”41 VVIittv• ( —1.1vv.sti,

Grovel .cricl Dirt.
K62( STUMP REMOVAL
I

1)o -op

Classes For All Ages
Sunday, July 24
Monday,July 25
Wednesday, July 27

*0 1

6-7:30 p.m.
7-8:30 p.m.

Adult Class
Taught By Hollis Miller

111, I l.l1111.111 .

Treated Cross Ties
i•11:1 111,11 K,-1111,
c't
I
.1.119 Buil' Komi, it

University Church of Christ

